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THE MEANS OF PENETRATING TRUTH
TTEN-T'AI THEORY OF KNOWLEDGE

Haiyan Shen, Shanghai University

Abstract

In Chih-i's systematization of Buddhist practice, his theory of truth and knowledge plays a key
role in attaining the state of buddhahood: the knowledge one obtains determines one's level of
penetrating truth of either shallow or deep. To Chih-i, truth and knowledge are two aspects of the

same reality, the goal one aims at accomplishing in one's religious practice. This article presents a

descriptive approach to Chih-i's apprehension of knowledge in the context of his work Abstruse

Meaning of the Lotus Sütra, so that layout and functional structures of his combining
conceptualization can be demonstrated.

I. Introduction

This article is related to an article I have previously written entitled "Objects as

Truth are Subtle: Chih-i's Theory of Truth" (Chung-Hwa Buddhist Studies, 8,

2004, pp. 371-438). In that article, I have explored Chih-i's (538-597) theory of
truth as a foundation of his systematization of Buddhism. Subtlety of Objects is

the first category of the Ten Subtleties set up in his huge commentary of the

Lotus Sütra, entitled The Abstruse Meaning of the Lotus Sûtra (^iJi^îM^C
H).1 Among the Ten Subtleties, the first five categories of Subtleties (Subtlety
of Objects, Subtlety of Knowledge, Subtlety of Practice, Subtlety of Positions,

Subtlety of the Threefold Dharma) constitute the core expression of Chih-i's

See Taisho vol. 33, no. 1716, pp. 681-814. In the following, we will call this work briefly
Hsüan-i. The Ten Subtleties Chih-i sets up to illustrate Buddhism are: (1) ching miao $£$
(subtlety of objects), (2) chih miao H?&l> (subtlety of knowledge), (3) hsing miao %fW>

(subtlety of practice), (4) wei miao iìlt& (subtlety of positions), (5) san-fa miao ELJiW>

(subtlety of the threefold dharma), (6) kan-ying miao !EMbì> (subtlety of empathy and

response), (7) shen-t'ung miao #ffi# (subtlety of supra-mundane powers), (8) shuo-fa

miao W/liW> (subtlety of expounding the dharma), (9) chüan-shu miao #Ä^ (subtlety of
retinues), and (10) kung-te li-i miao WiiM&'P (subtlety of merit and benefit). For details,

see Hsüan-i, T. 33, pp. 697c-764b.
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thought. According to Chih-i, knowledge and objects are indispensable to each

other:

The ultimate principle [truth] is abstruse and profound, and it cannot be manifested without

knowledge. [Although] knowledge is capable of knowing the place [where truth resides], it
would not be merging without objects [as truth]. Since objects [as truth] are merging and

subtle, knowledge is also entitled to be merging and subtle.2

In the category "Subtlety of Objects", Chih-i establishes a system of truth by
combining categories of truth conceived in the Buddhist canon with his own
comprehension of truth. This includes six categories of objects: Objects of the

Ten Suchnesses,3 Twelvefold Causality,4 Fourfold Truth,5 Two Truths,6 Three-

2 See ibid., p. 707a.

3 The Ten Suchnesses are Chih-i's scheme of characterizing the True Reality or Ultimate

Truth, including: appearance, nature, substance, power, function, causes, conditions, effects,

retributions, and beginning-and-end-ultimately-alike. Chih-i defines the common meaning
of the Ten Suchnesses as follows: "Suchness of its appearance" (ru-shih hsiang $P^ffi)
bears the characteristics of being external and distinguishable. "Suchness of its nature" (ru-
shih hsing ^nett) bears the characteristics of being internal and unchangeable. "Suchness

of its substance" (ru-shih t'i tiïijklÊ) refers to the principal quality that intrinsically belongs
to oneself. "Suchness of its power" (ru-shih li ^Hte^) refers to the potentiality. "Suchness

of its function" (ru-shih tso ftlÄfK) refers to that which constructs. "Suchness of its causes"

(ru-shih yin $PêES) refers to the causes that bring about effects similar to themselves.

"Suchness of its conditions" (ru-shih yüan tunkte.) refers to indirect or conditional causes.

"Suchness of its effects" (ru-shih kuo $neÄ) refers to the effects that are the same as their

causes, i.e., the effect is produced by the "repetitive cause". "Suchness of its retributions"

(ru-shih pao ^PtHR) refers to the effects resulting from the deeds one has done in the past
incarnation. "Suchness of its beginning-and-end-ultimately-alike" (ru-shih pen-mo chiu-

ching teng Äe^^^a^) refers to the identity among the first suchness of its

appearance and the last ninth suchness of its retribution, whereby both the beginning and the

end share the same reality. The beginning contains the destination pointing to the end, and

the end is the result that manifests what is contained in the beginning. Besides the common

meaning ofthe Ten Suchnesses, the Ten Suchnesses are also defined by Chih-i in the groups
with evil destinies, with wholesome destinies, in the group of the Two Vehicles, and in the

group of bodhisattvas and Buddhas. For details, see Hsüan-i, T. 33, pp. 694a-696a. For a

brief discussion of Chih-i's theory ofthe Ten Suchnesses, see Shen, "Objects as Truth are

Subtle: Chih-i's Theory of Truth," pp. 379-383.
4 The "twelve links of dependent origination" are: ignorance (wu-ming M^, Skt. avidyä),

volitional activity (hsing ff, Skt. samskâra), consciousness (shih iR, Skt. vijhäna), name-
and-form (ming-se ^Sfe, Skt. nämarüpa), six senses (liu-ju /\A, Skt. sadäyatana), contact

(ch 'u M, Skt. sparsa), sensation (shou §£, Skt. vedanä), desire (ai S, Skt. trsnä),
attachment (ch u IX, Skt. upädäna), existence (yu W, Skt. bhava), rebirth (sheng 4, Skt.
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jäti), and old age-and-death (lao-ssu ^^E, Skt. jarämarana). Cf. Chappell, T'ien-t'ai
Buddhism, pp. 99-101; Hurvitz, Chih-i, pp. 349-351. For a treatment ofthe Twelvefold

Causality, see David Kalupahana, Causality: The Central Philosophy of Buddhism. Chih-i
illustrates the truth of the Twelvefold Causality in terms of four types of understanding this

truth, including (i) the Twelvefold Causality of origination and extinction ofthe conceivable

(ssu-i sheng-mieh shih-erh yin-yüan ,SÜ4ÄA — H&), (ii) Twelvefold Causality of
neither origination nor extinction of the conceivable (ssu-i pu-sheng pu-mieh shih-erh

yinyuan SH^4^AA^@£Jc), (hi) Twelvefold Causality of origination and extinction of
the inconceivable (pu-ssu-i sheng-mieh shih-erh yin-yüan ^/SHt^ÄA— Hü), and (iv)
Twelvefold Causality of neither origination nor extinction of the inconceivable (pu-ssu-i pu-
sheng pu-mieh shih-erh yin-yüan ^Sü^^E^ÄA^H^Ic). For details, see Hsüan-i, T.

33, pp. 698c-700a. For a brief discussion of Chih-i's theory concerning objects as four types
of the Twelvefold Causality, see Shen, "Objects as Truth are Subtle: Chih-i's Theory of
Truth", pp. 386-391.
The Four Noble Truths consist ofthe truth of suffering (k'u iS, Skt. duhkhasatya), the truth

of the cause of suffering (or accumulation; chi M, Skt. samudayasatya), the truth of the

extinction of suffering (or extinction; mieh jj&, Skt. nirodhasatya), and the truth of the path

leading to the extinction of suffering (tao iE, Skt. märgasatya). Chih-i illustrates the Four

Noble Truths in terms of four types, including (i) Four Noble Truths of origination and

extinction (sheng-mieh ssu-ti ^EÄHb$), (ii) Four Noble Truths of neither origination nor
extinction (wu-sheng-mieh ssu-ti ÄSzEÄHIf (iii) Four Noble Truths ofthe immeasurable

(wu-liang ssu-ti MMWaft), and (iv) Four Noble Truths of non-function (wu-tso ssu-ti MW
Hb$). For details, see Hsüan-i, T. 33, p. 701a-b. For a brief discussion of Chih-i's theory

concerning objects as four types of the Four Noble Truths, see Shen, "Objects as Truth are

Subtle: Chih-i's Theory of Truth," pp. 391-396.
The Twofold Truth (erh-ti —M, Skt. satyadvaya) refers to the Worldly Truth (shih-ti tttef,
Skt. samvrtisatya) and the Absolute Truth (chen-ti JtB$, Skt. paramärthasatya). The

Worldly Truth concerns empirical existence, and the Absolute Truth concerns emptiness of
existence. Chih-i enumerates the Two Truths in terms of seven types, including: (i) The

Twofold Truth that is understood as "real existence" (shih-yu ÄW) belongs to the level of
attainment of the Tripitaka Teaching (tsang-chiao WMl)- (ii) The Twofold Truth that is

understood as "emptiness of illusory existence" (huan-yu k'ung &JWS) belongs to the level

of attainment of the Common Teaching (t 'ung-chiao iSS). (iii) The Twofold Truth that is

understood as "illusory existence being empty and not empty" (huan-yu k'ung-pu-k'ung £Q

tî^S) belongs to the level of attainment ofthe Separate Teaching entering the Common

(pieh-ju-t 'ung SlIAüt). (iv) The Twofold Truth that is understood as "illusory existence and

all dharmas tending toward emptiness and non-emptiness" (huan-yu i-ch 'ieh-ch 'ii k'ung-pu-
k'ung iOW, —fflÖSA-S:) belongs to the level of attainment of the Perfect Teaching

entering the Common (yüan-ju-t'ung HI Ail), (v) The Twofold Truth that is understood as

"illusory existence and emptiness, and neither existence nor emptiness" (huan-yu-wu pu-yu
pu-wu iOW^R, ^WA-H) belongs to the level of attainment ofthe Separate Teaching (pieh-
chiao SlIS). (vi) The Twofold Truth that is understood as "illusory existence and emptiness,
neither existence nor emptiness, and all dharmas tending toward neither emptiness nor non-
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fold Truth,7 and One Truth.8 Each one of these categories is classified by Chih-i
into Four Teachings (ssu-chiao-i [SJffcii),9 indicating that there are four levels

emptiness" (huan-yu-k'ungpu-yupu-k'ung i-ch 'ieh-ch upu-yupu-k'ung £JW5, -^W^S:,
—tìJft^W^Fìì!) belongs to the level of attainment of the Perfect Teaching entering the

Separate (yüan-ju-pieh USAGLI), (vii) The Twofold Truth that is understood as "illusory
existence and emptiness, all dharmas tending toward existence, emptiness, and neither

existence nor emptiness" (huan-yu-k'ung i-ch'ieh ch'ü-yu ch'ü-k'ung ch'ü-pu-yu pu-k'ung
ÖWS, —WSW, HS, ffi^W'FS) belongs to the level of attainment ofthe Perfect

Teaching (yüan-chiao HI ft). For details, see Hsüan-i, T. 33, pp. 702c-703b. For a brief
discussion of Chih-i's theory concerning objects as seven views ofthe Twofold Truth, see

Shen, "Objects as Truth are Subtle: Chih-i's Theory of Truth," pp. 396-404.

For Chih-i, true reality consists of the Threefold Truth: Emptiness as non-substantiality of
things (k'ung S, Skt. sünyatä), the provisional as the conventional existence (chia fx, Skt.

prajnapti), and the Middle Way as the synthesis of emptiness and the provisional (chung
4"). Therefore, Chih-i regards the Middle Way as the most succinct formula in expressing
the Ultimate Truth. According to Chih-i's scheme, there are five types of the Threefold

Truth, including: (i) The Threefold Truth that is understood as "outflow, no-outflow, and

neither outflow nor no-outflow" (yu-lou fei-yu-lou fei-yu-lou fei-wu-lou Wìft, ^WäH, ^W
SMN ASS) belongs to the level of attainment ofthe Separate Teaching entering the Common

(pieh-ju-t'ung M'JAiS). (ii) The Threefold Truth that is understood as "outflow, no-outflow,
neither outflow nor no-outflow that embraces all dharmas" (yu-lou fei-yu-lou fei-yu-lou fei-
wu-lou chü i-ch'ieh-fa WH, #Wït, ft^MÏÏMMM—Wfè) belongs to the level of
attainment ofthe Perfect Teaching entering the Common (yüan-ju-t'ung BAU!), (iii) The

Threefold Truth that is understood as "existence and emptiness, neither existence nor
emptiness, and the Middle Way posited at the Absolute Truth" (yu-k'ung fei-yu fei-k'ung
tui-chen chung-tao W5, #W#5ï, SA^iË) belongs to the level of attainment ofthe
Separate Teaching (pieh-chiao ü(J ft (iv) The Threefold Truth that is understood as

"existence and emptiness, neither existence nor emptiness, and specifying the Absolute

Truth as the Middle Way" (yu-k'ung fei-yu fei-k'ung tien-chen chung-tao WS, #W^S,
ISA 4" it) belongs to the level of attainment ofthe Perfect Teaching entering the Separate

(yüan-ju-pieh BASI), (v) The Threefold Truth that is understood as an integrated unity of
three in one and one in three belongs to the Perfect Teaching (yüan-chiao HI ft). For details,

see Hsüan-i, T. 33, pp. 704c-705a. For a brief discussion of Chih-i's theory concerning
objects as five types ofthe Threefold Truth, see Shen, "Objects as Truth are Subtle: Chih-i's
Theory of Truth," pp. 404-408.

8 The One Truth is Chih-i's ultimate understanding of truth, which demonstrates that there is

only one Ultimate Truth regarding the true nature of reality. For details, see Hsüan-i, T. 33,

p. 705a.

9 The Four Teachings refer to the Tripitaka (tsang-chiao WMl), the Common (t 'ung-chiao M.

ft), the Separate (pieh-chiao £[]ft), and the Perfect Teachings (yüan-chiao HI ft), in terms

of the content of the teaching of the Buddha, and they are formulated by Chih-i. The

Tripitaka (collection of writings in Buddhism) Teaching refers to srävakayäna Buddhism,
which consists of the teachings of the three pitakas, including sütras (ching M., i.e., the
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T'ien-t'ai Theory of Knowledge 1193

of understanding each category of truth, namely that of the Tripitaka, Common,
Separate, and Perfect Teaching. In Chih-i's view, these four levels result from
the four different faculties common to living beings, which are classified as

either "dull" or "superior." The faculty of the supreme understanding of truth

belongs to the Perfect Teaching, which is thus synonymous with the ultimate

understanding of truth, i.e., Ultimate Truth or True Reality. In Chih-i's perfect
harmonization philosophy, because each category of truth is classified into four
levels, it follows that every one of these six categories of truth within the same

level of understanding can be combined and can illustrate each other

complimentarily. By means of such system of combination, the content of every
category of truth is enriched, for the definition of each category of truth is no
longer confined to its original meaning, but is enhanced by being connected with
the definition of the other five categories of truth. Hence, Chih-i demonstrates

how all categories of truth expressed in the Buddhist canon contain the ultimate
truth that is represented by the supreme understanding ofthe Perfect Teaching.

Chih-i's classification of knowledge is closely related to his categories of
truth, because what knowledge concerns are objects as truth. Without knowledge,

objects as truth cannot be contemplated. It is knowledge that points to the

teachings of the Buddha), vinayas (lü W, i.e., discipline), and abhidharmas (lun Wi, i.e.,

commentaries on Buddhist doctrines), and is designed for the srävakas and

pratyekabuddhas. The Common Teaching is common to both srävakayäna and elementary

Mahäyäna, and caters to srävakas, pratyekabuddhas, and the bodhisattvas of lower
faculties. The Separate Teaching means that the teaching caters to the capability of the

bodhisattvas only, and is separate from the former two teachings, and is also separate from
the last teaching of the Perfect, for the doctrine of the Separate Teaching does not yet enable

one to perceive an integrated reality. The Perfect Teaching addresses all the Three Vehicles

(srävakas, pratyekabuddhas, and the bodhisattvas), and expounds the Middle Way of
mutual identification, recognizing the fundamental identity among all entities. The scheme

of the Fourfold Teaching is termed later by the Korean Buddhist Monk Chegwan (Ch. 77-

kuan WM) (d.971) in his T'ien-t'ai ssu-chiao-i ^&Hftfi (T. 46, No. 1931, pp. 773-780)
as the hua-fa ssu-chiao IkfelSlft (four teachings of conversion). The reason these four

teachings are considered to incorporate all teachings of the Buddha is because they
constitute an ascending order, in which the first three teachings (Tripitaka, Common,

Separate) can lead to the Perfect Teaching of attaining buddhahood. For a further

explanation ofthe four teachings, see Hurvitz, Chih-i, pp. 248-271; Mou Tsung-san, Fo-

hsing yü po-jo, vol. 2, pp. 624—648, Ming-Wood Liu, Madhyamaka Thought in China, pp.
207-215; Ng, T'ien-t'ai Buddhism and Early Mâdhyamika, 39—47; Yang Huinan, "Chih-i te

wu-shihpa-chiaop'an" Cheng-kuan lEIS, No. 3, 1997, pp. 38-63; A. Kashiwagura, "The

Meaning of Four Doctrines in Medieval Tiantai", Indogaku Bukkyögaku Kenkyu, vol.

XLIX,No. 1, pp. 41 -44.
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location of truth. Conversely, the significance of knowledge lies in its relation to
objects as truth. Therefore, only if truth is manifested, can knowledge be

considered subtle. In lieu of the fact that they complement each other as one

entity, each one of these categories is indispensable to each other.

II. Chih-i's Discussion ofthe Subtlety of Knowledge

Chih-i's discussion of the Subtlety of Knowledge10 is carried out under two
headings: (A.) "General Discussion of Various Kinds of Knowledge" (tsung-lun
chu-chih MtmfrrtiH?) and (B.) "Discussing Knowledge in terms of Objects" (tui-
ching lun-chih S^bwH?). Part A enumerates and defines twenty kinds of
knowledge which are classified into four groups corresponding to the Four

Teachings. The classification of these twenty kinds of knowledge becomes

meaningful by revealing what they reflect in terms of the six categories of
objects, i.e., the way they are correlated with each ofthe six categories of objects
as truth. Each one of these six categories is further classified into four types of
understanding in terms of the Four Teachings, and the twenty kinds of
knowledge reflect these four types of understanding accordingly.

The second major part B displays the complementary relationship between

objects as truth and knowledge by allocating the latter to various objects as truth,
which again leads to the formulation of new categories of knowledge. This
indicates that the twenty categories of knowledge are combined with each of the

six categories of objects. Through such combination six new categories of
knowledge are established, which is Chih-i's final aim of categorizing knowledge:

such a redundant correlation allows him to demonstrate that knowledge
and objects constitute an inseparable entity.

Furthermore, as various categories of objects as truth are classified by
Chih-i into coarse or subtle, various levels of knowledge are also determined as

either coarse or subtle. With different levels of knowledge, one's perception of
objects as truth differs. Chih-i introduces his categories for perceiving truth in
the light of knowledge within this correlative framework. Considering Chih-i's
category "Subtlety of Objects" as an introduction to his conception of truth, the

category "Subtlety of Knowledge" then reveals itself as an indispensable
element that determines one's perception of truth. This means that the perception

10 Hsüan-i, T. 33, pp. 707a-715b.
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of objects as truth must involve knowledge, and knowledge must concern
objects as truth, beside the fact that truth is penetrated by knowledge. Hereafter
is a description of Chih-i's discussion about the Subtlety of Knowledge under
these two major headings, presenting his theory of knowledge in its original
framework.

A. General Discussion of Various Kinds of Knowledge
(tsung-lun chu-chih MÌÈWa^)11

Here, Chih-i presents (1) his scheme ofthe twenty kinds of knowledge, (2) the

formation and definition of these categories, (3) their characteristics, (4)
examination of the twenty kinds of knowledge in relation to six categories of
objects as truth, (5) classification of these twenty kinds of knowledge in terms of
coarse or subtle, and (6) the concluding part of transforming coarse knowledge
into subtle knowledge.

1. The enumeration of twenty categories ofknowledge

(1) The first category is "mundane knowledge" (shih-chih täÜ?), which belongs
to the mundane world and does not concern the attainment of the Path. Chih-i
explains that "mundane knowledge" constitutes no path towards enlightenment,
because it is filled with deviant ideas and false attachments. People's minds do

not act in accordance with the principle or truth, and do not have faith to enter
the correct path.12 Therefore, such category of knowledge can be established.

Chih-i defines its characteristics for the case of China as different from those in
India: while the Indians tend to allow their fancy to run wild, the Chinese aim at

practical things, such as social behaviors, living skills, knowledge of nature,
cultivation of supra-mundane powers, and so forth, for the purpose of gaining
fame and fortune, and satisfying desires. These aims generally belong to
mundane knowledge and are conceived by the minds of ignorant beings.

(2) The second category is "knowledge ofthe five methods of mind-cessation13

and the four types of mindfulness"14 (wu-t'ing-hsin ssu-nien-ch'u Chih Jxfë'ù,

11 See ibid., pp. 707a-71 Oc.

12 See ibid., p. 707b.
13 Wu-t'ing-hsin JLW'ù refers to the five methods of mind-cessation that can cease five

hindrances. These methods are used by srävakas when they first start their religious
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H^jSlH'). This category of knowledge belongs to the beginning stage of
religious practice. The initial stage is called by Chih-i as the "ordinary rank of a

lower level" (wai-fan ^h/L),15 and refers to the first three ofthe "seven worthy
positions" (ch'i-hsien-wei -tMÊ) of the srävaka.16 Such category is

established, because this knowledge is related to the srävaka practice in terms of
the "five methods of mind-cessation and the four types of mindfulness."17 Chih-i
explains how the practice of the "five methods of mind-cessation" and the "four
types of mindfulness" work out in terms of knowledge. The knowledge of the

"five methods of mind-cessation" concerns one's practice of concentration and

contemplation in order to cease the flow of thoughts and to gain wisdom. This is

practice. The first method concerns the contemplation of impurity (pu-ching kuan ^-tPR)
for overcoming covetousness (t'an-yü if 'tifc The second method concerns the

contemplation of kindness and compassion (tz'u-pei kuan ^Sïïf.tS) for overcoming enmity
(ch 'en-hui nHH). The third method concerns the contemplation of causes and conditions

(yin-yüan kuan @Htl) for overcoming stupidity (yü-ch'ih MÄ). The fourth one concerns
the contemplation of being mindful of Buddha (nien-fo kuan affiti) for overcoming
karmic hindrances (yeh-chang IÉP$). The last one concerns the contemplation of counting
breaths (shu-hsi kuan W.M.W.) for stopping scatteredness and disorder (san-luan ifclL). Cf.

Hurvitz, Chih-i, p. 346.

14 The four types of mindfulness (ssu-nien-ch'u 23 ^Ä, Skt. catväri smrtyupasthânâni)
consist of two groups, i.e., the "four types ofthe mindfulness that are practiced individually"
(pieh-hsiang nien-ch'u ßiJffl^Ä), and the "four types ofthe mindfulness that are practiced

together" (tsung-hsiang nien-ch'u leffi^TÄ). Tsung-hsiang nien-ch'u refers to the stage of
the "four types of mindfulness that eliminates false views in relation to all things," i.e., all

things are impure, suffering, impermanent, and non-selfhood. Pieh-hsiang nien-ch 'u refers

to the stage of the "four types of mindfulness that eliminates false views in relation to
individual entities, i.e., observing that the body is impure" (kuan shen-pu-ching WtM^-'ffi,
Skt. käyasmrtyupasthäna), sensation is suffering (kuan shou-shih-k'u IlSëï, Skt.

vedanäsmrtyupasthäna), the mind is impermanent (kuan hsin-wu-ch'ang W.'ùM1$; Skt.

cittasmrtyupasthäna), and dharmas have no independent reality in themselves (kuanfa-wu-
wo tS£fe$£ft, Skt. dharmasmrtyupasthäna).

15 In Chih-i's scheme regarding the degrees of srävakas, there are altogether fourteen

positions: the Seven Worthy Positions (ch'i-hsien-wei -hR'ËQ, and the Seven Saintly
Positions (ch 'i-sheng-wei -tSfi). The first three degrees of the Seven Worthy Positions

are called wai-fan ^h/'L (the ordinary rank of a lower level), and the last four are called nei-

fan F*9 Hi (the ordinary rank of a higher level), to which the Four Wholesome Factors belong.
16 The first three of the Seven Worthy Positions of the srävaka refer to the five methods of

mind-cessation (wu-t'ing-hsin JLW'ù), and two groups ofthe four types ofthe mindfulness,

i.e., the four types of the mindfulness that are practiced individually, and the four types of
the mindfulness that are practiced together.

17 Hsüan-i, T. 33, p. 707b.
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the initial stage of srävaka practice where one strives for purification and clears

away hindrances.18 Furthermore, knowledge ofthe "four types of mindfulness"
is to correct one's false views in order to prepare oneself to perceive the Four
Noble Truths. Knowledge of the "four types of mindfulness" treats four
distortions, so that they are prevented from arising. These four types of
contemplation are just at the beginning stage of overturning the four distortions,19
and therefore do not indicate the principle of sagehood. Thus, they are spoken of
in terms ofthe knowledge ofthe "ordinary rank of a lower level."20

(3) The third category "knowledge ofthe four wholesome factors" (ssu-shan-ken
chih P3 # tB H? is related to the second stage of religious practice of the

srävaka, refering to the last four of the "seven worthy positions" (ch 'i-hsien-wei

-fR JÈ) of the srävaka that are classified by Chih-i as the "ordinary rank of a

higher level" (nei-fan F*9 fi). Chih-i states that because these four degrees, i.e.

the four wholesome factors nuan-fa SÜ (heat; Skt. üsmagata), ting-fa JIÜ
(summit; Skt. mürdhan), jen-fa îS-Îè (acquiescence; Skt. ksänti), and shih ti-i-i
fa tìH —HÜ (highest mundane dharma; Skt. laukikägradharma) concern

perception of the Four Noble Truths, and are what the wholesome fruition or
development spring from, it is natural to group them together to form this

category.21 The names are descriptive terms for assimilating the Four Noble

Truths, and the four sub-stages are related to each other from one step gradually
ascending to the next one: Chih-i maintains that the first sub-stage of
assimilating the Four Noble Truths is preparatory, which is indicated by the term

nuan K (heat);22 the second sub-stage ting JM (summit) is transitional, where

one may retrogress to the starting stage, which is called ting-t 'ui TM il
(retrogressing from the summit), or one progresses to the third stage, which is

18 See ibid., p. 707c.

19 The four distortions (ssu-tao ESffiJ, Skt. viparyäsacatuska) refer to four kinds of false views,

which are grouped into two types. The first type is the four distortions of an ignorant man,
who mistakes impermanent life and death as constancy, bliss, selfhood, and purity. The

second type is the four distortions of the Two Vehicles, who mistakes nirväna as non-

constancy, non-bliss, non-selfhood, and non-purity. San-tsangfa-shu lELW/t£WL, p. 352, s.v.

JVhAffl.
20 Hsüan-i, T. 33, p. 707c.

21 See ibid., p. 707b. Both the wai-fan ^hJi. (ordinary rank of a lower level) and the nei-fan f*|

hi (ordinary rank of a higher level) constitute the category Seven Worthy Positions of the

srävaka.

22 Hsüan-i, T. 33, pp. 707c-708a.
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called ting-chu IIft (abiding in the summit);23 the third sub-stage ren M.

(acquiescence) consists of three types of acquiescence. The first type is hsia-jen
TM. (acquiescence of a lower level), which is about the proper contemplation of
the four characteristics of each of the Four Noble Truths24 in the realm of desire,
and in the realms of form and formlessness. The realm of desire entails the Four
Noble Truths, and the realms of form and formlessness together entail the Four
Noble Truths. Altogether, the former adds up to sixteen types of contemplation,
and the latter adds up to the sixteen types of contemplation as well. Overall,
there are thirty-two types of contemplation of the Four Noble Truths in
association with the three realms (san-shih-erh hsin H~hll>L>). The second type
is chung-jen "f & (acquiescence of a middle level), which reduces the number of
contemplations. This means that with these two types of contemplation, one is

able to eliminate one lower type of contemplation. For instance, if one
contemplates on suffering in the realm of desire and in the realms of form and

formlessness, as well as on the path within the realm of desire, one is able to
eliminate the contemplation of the path in the realms of form and formlessness.

The third type is shang-jen _h,?£ (acquiescence of a higher level), in which one
is able to assimilate the Four Noble Truths by single-mindedly contemplating on

suffering in the realm of desire.25 The fourth sub-stage shih ti-i-ifa \Q.%—Hü
(highest mundane dharma) is another name for the acquiescence of a higher
level (shang-jen flM), which produces acquiescence in the truth of suffering
(k'u-fa-jenW&U).26

(4) The fourth category is called "knowledge of the four fruitions" (ssu-kuo chih

H^H?). The four fruitions (ssu-kuo 0^, Skt. catväri phaläni) srotäpanna-
phala (hsü-t'o-huan ^M ßß M sakrdägämiphala (ssu-t'o-han $î ßß eì"

23 See ibid., p. 708a-b.
24 The four characteristics of the Four Noble Truths are explained in the A-p 'i-ta-mo chü-she-

lun |SjBttÜlPli:#!& (Skt. Abhidharmakosasästra, written by Vasubandhu tau, and

translated by Hsüan-tsang ^ ^. T. 29, No. 1558. The Truth of Suffering has the

characteristics of no-permanence (fei-ch'ang #^), suffering (k'u ^), emptiness (k'ung
S), and no-selfhood (fei-wo #S). The Truth ofthe Accumulation has the characteristics of
cause (yin H), accumulation (chi ft), origination (sheng ËÎ), and condition (yuan H). The

Truth of Extinction has the characteristics of extinction (mieh Wi,), quiescence (ching nf),
subtlety (miao ty>), and departure (// SI). The Truth of the Path has the characteristics of
path (tao iE), suchness (ju #H), practice (hsing fr), and transcendence (ch'u hb). Cf. T. 29,

No. 1558, p. 137a.

25 Hsüan-i, T. 33, p. 708b-c.
26 See ibid., pp. 708c-709a.
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anägämiphala (a-na-han MWIk), and arhat (a-luo-han MMM) are the four
levels of attainment of the srävaka. Chih-i maintains that all of them can

perceive emptiness as Absolute Truth.27 Therefore, they are grouped together to

form this category of knowledge.28 Knowledge related to the four fruitions ofthe
srävaka includes eight types of acquiescence (pa-jen )\.M-, Skt. astaksänti) and

eight kinds of knowledge (pa-chih AU?, Skt. astajhänd), as well as nine types of
non-hindrance (chiu-wu-ai JhMW), and nine types of liberation (chiu-chieh-t'uo

All Wi).29 The former two types of knowledge concern one's theoretical

acquiescence and direct intuition of the Four Noble Truths. The latter two types

of knowledge concern one's severance of delusions in the three realms and

personal attainment of liberation as a result of the delusional rectification in the

three realms.

(5) The fifth category is called "knowledge of the pratyekabuddha''' (chih-fo chih

ittH?). According to Chih-i, the practice of the pratyekabuddha concerns the

understanding of truth in terms of specific characteristics, which is further

related to the twelvefold causality ofthe three periods of time: past, present, and

future (san-shih Htft; Skt. tryadhvan). The two links, ignorance and volitional

activity, are causes and belong to the past which lead to five links: consciousness,

name-and-form, the six senses, contact, and sensation as the effect in the

present. The present affects the three links of desire, attachment, and existence,

27 The doctrines expounded by the Buddha center on phenomenon or existence as the Worldly
Truth and noumenon or emptiness as the Absolute Truth.

28 See Hsüan-i, T. 33, p. 707b.

29 Pa-jen pa-chih ASAH1 (The eight types of acquiescence and eight kinds of knowledge)
refer to the theoretical acquiescence in and direct intuition of the Four Noble Truths.

Acquiescence (jen M-, Skt. ksänti) concerns severing false views and wrong attitudes, and

knowledge or intuition (chih ^?) concerns realizing the principle. Each of the Four Noble

Truths consists of these two actions, which add up to sixteen types of the contemplation.
The nine types of non-hindrance (wu-ai-tao $H8iË, Skt. änantaryamärga) refer to the one

cultivating the contemplation of severing delusions in the three realms, so that one will no

longer be hindered by delusions. The three realms consist of nine stages: one stage in the

realm of desire; four stages in the realm of form, including initial dhyäna, second dhyäna,

third dhyäna, and fourth dhyäna; and three stages in the realm of formlessness, including

emptiness (k'ung-ch'u SEA), consciousness (shih-ch'u sSÄ), nothing-exists (wu-suo-yu-
ch'u $S#tW|8), and neither conception nor non-conception (fei-hsiang fei-fei-hsiang ch'u

^SMMËfflJlS)- The nine stages on the path to liberation (chieh-fuo-tao Pflftii, Skt.

vimuktimärga) means that when delusions of false views and wrong attitudes in these nine

stages of the three realms are severed, one attains liberation. San-tsang fa-shu HÜcStfr, p.

532, s.v., H+H'^ir^; Hurvitz, Chih-i, p. 258, note 1.
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which arise as the causes in the present. Furthermore, the consequences of the

present cause the two links of rebirth and old age-and-death, and as a whole
these will arise in the future. The pratyekabuddha specifically addresses the

characteristics of truth, and therefore he is capable of overcoming recurring
delusions that are left of the false ideas and wrong attitudes of the three realms.

Therefore, it follows that the understanding of the pratyekabuddha is formed as

such category of knowledge.30 The knowledge of the pratyekabuddha includes
his understanding of truth in terms of general (tsung-hsiang £8Mf|) and specific
characteristics (pieh-hsiang $0+11). The general characteristics of truth refer to
the srävaka''s understanding ofthe Four Noble Truths centering on suffering and

the cause of suffering, while the specific characteristics refer to the

pratyekabuddha's understanding of the twelvefold causality that distinguishes
the twelve links of Dependent Origination.31

(6) The sixth category "knowledge ofthe Six Perfections" (liu-tu chih 7\S.^)32
is related to the bodhisattva's practice of the Six Perfections. The bodhisattva
with this type of knowledge practices the Six Perfections, because he perceives
truth according to phenomenal appearances (yüan-shih H^), which is to
believe that there are causes of suffering and suffering as effect. In order to get
rid of these causes and effects, one has to practice the Six Perfections. However,
perceiving truth according to the principle (yüan-li HcïË) means to understand
that there is actually neither cause nor effect. Chih-i points out that the

bodhisattva of the Six Perfections is weak in perceiving truth according to the

principle of emptiness (i.e., there is neither origination as cause nor extinction as

effect), but strong in perceiving truth according to the phenomenal appearances
or facts (i.e., all dharmas have origination as cause and extinction as effect).
Therefore, this category of knowledge is established.33 The bodhisattva with the

knowledge of the Six Perfections has overcome but not yet completely severed

30 Hsüan-i, T. 33, p. 707b.
31 For details, see Chappell, T'ien-t 'ai Buddhism, pp. 99-102.
32 The Six Perfections (liu-tu AS, Skt. sapäramitä) are: perfection of giving (shih-tu W.S.,

dänapäramitä ASSI?&:£), perfection of self-discipline (chieh-tu ÄÄ, sTlapäramitä M$c
WM%>), perfection of forbearance (jen-tu SÖE, ksäntipäramitä PìlSESi?&:£), perfection
of exertion (chin-ching-tu fi ÜL S., vlryapäramitä Btt %. W> $J Ü ?& =£ perfection of
meditation (ting 'mLS., dhyänapäramitä W-M'AW.^^), and perfection of wisdom (chih-tu

§Ä, prajhâpâramitâ f&^ì&m^g). Cf. Hurvitz, Chih-i, pp. 351-353; Chappell, T'ien-
t'ai Buddhism, pp. 105-106.

33 See Hsüan-i, T. 33, p. 707b.
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delusions. His belief in the truth as actual cause and effect is so strong that he is

willing to sacrifice his own life and fortune in order to eliminate the cause of
suffering and to reach the extinction of suffering.34

(7) The seventh category is the "knowledge of the srävaka who perceives
emptiness by embodying dharmas" (t'i-fa sheng-wen chih ffÜSHÜ1). This

category of knowledge is related to the way the srävaka of the Common

Teaching perceives the truth of emptiness. This knowledge is expedient for
srävakas, because it is the knowledge of the bodhisattva (with lower faculties) of
the Common Teaching, whose way of perceiving emptiness is by embodying
dharmas as they truly are (t'i-fa fiÜ): lacking any substantial being. This way
of perceiving emptiness is different from the srävaka of the Tripitaka Teaching,
who perceives emptiness by analyzing and differentiating dharmas until nothing
is left to analyze (hsi-fa fjfÜ).35 Since "embodying dharmas" is not designed
for the srävaka, for him, this knowledge is expedient. However, this expedient
knowledge is still superior to the srävaka knowledge of the "ordinary rank of a

lower level" (nei-fan fyfi), and ofthe "ordinary rank of a higher level" (wai-fan
^h/L). Therefore, such category of knowledge is established.36 Its characteristic
indicates that the srävaka of the Common Teaching understands the Four Noble
Truths as centered on suffering and the cause of suffering. His goal is to perceive
emptiness as the Absolute Truth. By perceiving the phenomenal world as empty,
Absolute Truth is reached. In that sense, realization of Worldly Truth is identical

to Absolute Truth.37

(8) The eighth category is called "knowledge of the pratyekabuddha who

perceives emptiness by embodying dharmas'" (t'i-fa chih-fo chih HÜ^Cffi!-?).
The way of perceiving the truth of emptiness by embodying dharmas is also

related to the knowledge of the pratyekabuddha of the Common Teaching.

"Embodying dharmas" is not specifically designed for the pratyekabuddha, and

therefore such knowledge is not expedient. Seeing that his level of attainment is

34 The bodhisattva ofthe Six Perfections refers to the Sâkyamuni Buddha in his previous lives,
who practiced the Six Perfections for three asamkhya. Cf. Chappell, T'ien-t'ai Buddhism,

pp. 105-106.
35 For a further explanation of these two different ways of penetrating emptiness by

differentiating dharmas, or by embodying dharmas, see Ng Yu-Kwan, T'ien-t'ai Buddhism

and Early Mâdhyamika, pp. 42-43.
36 Hsüan-i, T. 33, p. 707b.

37 See ibid, p. 709a.
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higher than the srävaka, his knowledge is also superior to that of the srävaka in
the previous sixth category. Chih-i comments that the knowledge of the

pratyekabuddha is slightly superior to the previous category seven. Therefore,
this category of knowledge is established.38 The characteristic of this category of
knowledge indicates that the pratyekabuddha of the Common Teaching is

superior to the srävaka of the Common Teaching. Instead of reaching emptiness
as Absolute Truth by differentiating and analyzing dharmas until nothing is left
to analyze, the way of perceiving emptiness by the pratyekabuddha is by
embodying emptiness right within dharmas. Like the srävaka, the pratyekabuddha
understands the general characteristics of truth in terms of the Four Noble
Truths. Moreover, the pratyekabuddha understands the specific characteristics
the truth in terms of the twelvefold causality. He distinguishes each of the twelve
links as either cause or effect in the three periods of time. Conceptualizing the

Absolute Truth through perception of the phenomenal world as empty is

analogous to Worldly Truth.39

(9) The ninth category is called "knowledge of the bodhisattva who perceives

emptiness by embodying dharmas as an expedient means of entering the

Absolute Truth" (t'i-fa p'u-sa ju-chen fang-pien chih HÜ#KAÄafflili').
The previous two categories of knowledge ascribe the figure "embodying
dharmas" to the srävaka, and to the pratyekabuddha; the same is true for the

category of knowledge the bodhisattva of the Common Teaching belongs to.
This category is considered to be expedient, because penetrating emptiness as

the Absolute Truth is the goal of the srävaka and of the pratyekabuddha.
"Entering the provisional" (ju-chia Afi or eh 'u-chia ttì fi) to save living beings
is the goal of the bodhisattva, and therefore the knowledge of "entering the

absolute" (ju-chen AM) is its expedient means. Chih-i states that the bodhisattva

of the Common Teaching has expedient knowledge of entering Absolute

Truth, and thus learns the Four Doors: the door of knowledge (chih-men HTI),
the door of wisdom (hui-men St PI), the door of dhärani (t'uo-luo-ni-men ßßJH

JËH), and the door of liberation without any hindrance (wu-ai-chieh-men MM
UH).40 Furthermore, his attainment of emptiness as Absolute Truth also crosses

38 See ibid., p. 707b.

39 See ibid., p. 709a.

40 See ibid., p. 707b. The "Four Doors" (ssu-men 23 PI) may refer to the door of knowledge

(chih-men I? fl wisdom (hui-men M PI dhärani (t uo-luo-ni-men K S JS Fl and

liberation without any hindrance (wu-ai-chieh-men #S$$M Fl). With the first door, the

bodhisattva knows the faculties of all living beings, and applies great knowledge to comply
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the perception of worldly phenomena, and therefore, for such bodhisattva,

Worldly Truth is identical to Absolute Truth.41

(10) The tenth category, "knowledge ofthe bodhisattva who embodies dharmas
in entering the provisional" (t'i-fa p'u-sa ch'u-chia chih ffÜ#W. t±jflu1
denotes the proper knowledge of the bodhisattva. Chih-i defines this knowledge
as chih-cheng yüan-su IflEliflf, which means that the purpose ofthe bodhisattva

who conceives emptiness by embodying dharmas is to enter the
provisional existence to save living beings. Therefore, his knowledge is appropriate
for the sake of helping others, and his affinity is with the mundane world.42 The

bodhisattva of the Common Teaching with this category of knowledge is

characterized by Chih-i as progressing from self-realization of the truth (from
the Four Doors) to the involvement in worldly affairs (from the Four Doors) in
order to liberate others.43

(11) The eleventh category is the "knowledge ofthe Separate Teaching with the

Ten Faiths" (pieh-chiao shih-hsin chih ^ll^+inü?).44 Beginning with the first
ten stages in the fifty-two stages, the bodhisattva of the Separate Teaching has

already obtained the knowledge of the Middle Way, which is obviously superior
to the previous category of knowledge that concerns Absolute Truth. In Chih-i's
scheme of religious progress, to be able to perceive emptiness as Absolute Truth

with them in order to liberate them. With the second door, the bodhisattva applies subtle

wisdom to expound the profound meaning of the dharma in order to open the wisdom of
living beings and to reflect on the empty nature of all dharmas. With the third door, the

bodhisattva leads living beings to hold the proper faith, and causes them to extinguish all

evil minds and practice all wholesome dharmas. With the fourth door, the bodhisattva

applies the knowledge of non-hindrance, and expounds the inexhaustible and profound
meanings of the dharma to living beings, in order to lead them to attain liberation without

any hindrance. San-tsangfa-shu =M/fkWl, p. 162, s.v. #SHfePl
41 Hsüan-i, T. 33, p. 709a.

42 See ibid., p. 707b.

43 See ibid., p. 709a.

44 The Ten Faiths (shih-hsin Aia) are the first group ofthe ten stages in the fifty-two stages of
a bodhisattva, who subdues delusions of false views and wrong attitudes within the three

realms (chieh-nei chien-ssu-huo #?¦ 1*1 Ü, ,§ S§ They include: (1) faith (hsin fjt), (2)
mindfulness (nien 1& (3) exertion (ching-chin ff Ü (4) wisdom (hui W. (5)
concentration (ting 'aL), (6) non-retrogression (pu-t'ui ^>iil), (7) merit-transference (hui-
hsiang illfn]), (8) dharma-protection (hu-fa tffe), (9) precepts (chieh jfi), and (10) vow
(yüan Ü). Cf. Chappell, T'ien-t'ai Buddhism, p. 131; Hurvitz, Chih-i, p. 363.
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is the attainment of the srävaka and of the pratyekabuddha. Yet for the

bodhisattva of the Separate Teaching, he is able to progress to perceive the truth

of the Middle Way. Chih-i explains that the bodhisattva of the Separate

Teaching has the knowledge of the Ten Faiths. He is the first person who knows
the Middle Way. He is superior to the former (i.e., category ten), but is inferior
to the later (i.e., category twelve). That way, this category of knowledge is

established.45 The bodhisattva of the Separate Teaching with this category of
knowledge is not concerned about the Ultimate Truth as a pure conception. What

inspires him is the Ultimate Truth as effectuated virtue, which denotes a

practical aspect, i.e., how truth initiates a bodhisattva's action in the mundane

world to save living beings.46

12) The twelfth category, "knowledge of the three kinds of the Ten Minds" (san

shih-hsin chih EL~\-'ù^),A1 is related to the attainment ofthe bodhisattva ofthe

45 Hsüan-i, T. 33, p. 707b.

46 See ibid., p. 709a.

47 The three kinds of the Ten Minds (san shih-hsin H+'lj) refer to the shih-chu Aft (Ten

Dwellings, Skt. dasabhûmi), shih-hsing ~Hf (Ten Practices), and shih-hui-hsiang A® Ir]

(Ten Merit-transferences). The Ten Dwellings (shih-chu I ft) are the second group ofthe
ten stages in the fifty-two stages of a bodhisattva who cuts off delusions of lacking
innumerable kinds of knowledge of saving beings (ch'en-sha-huo A^J-"^) within the three

realms, and subdues these delusions beyond the three realms. Ch'en-sha-huo SLiyWt

(delusion of lacking innumerable kinds of knowledge) is one ofthe three delusions set up by
Chih-i. The other two delusions are chien-ssu-huo JL.SlS (delusion of false views and

wrong attitudes) and wu-ming-huo IS Hjj S (delusion of ignorance). The Ten Dwellings
include: (1) bringing forth a resolve to attain enlightenment (fa-hsin $'Ù), (2) putting things
in order (chih-ti Vqife), (3) cultivating practices (hsiu-hsing ftfx), (4) nobility of spiritual
rebirth (sheng-gui 'ÌLm.), (5) perfection of expedient means (chü-tsu fang-pien -HaE.^T'OE),

(6) rectification ofthe mind (cheng-hsin iE'll^), (7) non-retrogression (pu-t'ui ^PàË), (8)
childlike goodness (t'ung-chen mït), (9) prince of truth (fa-wang-tzu ffiï-p), and (10)
coronation (kuan-ting SII). The Ten Practices (shih-hsing Atï) are the third group ofthe
ten stages in the fifty-two stages of a bodhisattva who cuts off delusions of lacking
innumerable kinds of knowledge of saving beings beyond the three realms. They include: joy
(huan-hsi AU), (2) benefit (jao-i UM), (3) unobstructed (wu-wei-ni ÄJtiE), (4)

unswerving (wu-chu-jao MMHk), (5) unconfiised (wu-ch'ih-luan U-IIÏIL), (6) attractive

(shan-hsian % M (7) unattached (wu-chuo fà^Ê), (8) hard-won (nan-te Ü % (9)

exemplary (shan-fa #fe), and (10) true (chen-shih Alt). The Ten Merit-transferences

(shih-hui-hsiang AìM|b|) are the fourth group ofthe ten stages in the fifty-two stages of a

bodhisattva who subdues fundamental ignorance and practices the contemplation of the

Middle Way. They include: (1) saving all beings yet free from the form of all beings (chiu-i-
ch'ieh chung-sheng li-chung-sheng hsiang ft— ill M *É ffli sc Qi ffi (2) not annihilation
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second to the fourth groups of the ten stages in the fifty-two stages of a

bodhisattva. Since these three groups of the ten stages are equivalent to the

attainment of the srävaka that belongs to the "ordinary rank of a higher level"

(nei-fan F*3 fi), and therefore they are grouped together to form this category of
knowledge.48 The bodhisattva of the Separate Teaching with this category of
knowledge is related to three different levels of religious practice in the light of
his conception of the Threefold Truth. At the level of the Ten Dwellings, the

bodhisattva conceives mainly the view of emptiness. At the level of the Ten

Practices, the bodhisattva progresses to conceive mainly the view of the

provisional existence. At the level of the Ten Merit-transferences, the

bodhisattva proceeds to directly conceive the Middle Way without having to

first sever his primary habitual tendencies, more specifically, its affliction
derived from false views and wrong attitudes through thirty-four mental states.49

This is accomplished because he realizes that the "threefold course of ignorance"
(san-tao ELM) is identical to the "threefold virtuous quality of buddhahood"

(san-te Hti).50

(phenomenal distinctions while realizing the non-substantiality of all distinctions, pu-huai

^Ä), (3) equality with all the Buddhas (teng i-ch'ieh-fo #p—V]\%), (4) reaching every

corner ofthe universe (to pay homage to all the Buddhas, chih i-ch'ieh-ch'u M—#JÄ), (5)

a treasure of inexhaustible merit (accumulated from the above practices to be used for the

salvation of others, wu-chin kung-te-tsang M.iuitfj'UfS,), (6) entering into the "good root" of
non-differentiation (ju i-ch'ieh p'ing-teng shan-ken A — #)Ì2^?#fit), (7) treating all

beings as equally deserving (sui-shun i-ch'ieh chung-sheng MM.—tìlicEì), (8) (seeing) the

form of suchness (underlying all phenomenal distinction, chen-ju hsiang H#Pffi), (9) being
liberated without restraints or attachments (through realizing that all things are one, wu-fu
wu-chuo chieh-t'o $&%$M^SME&), and (10) penetrating into the infinitude ofthe Dharma-

realm (as one reality of non-distinction, ju fa-ch 'ieh wu-ltang AfëJfJSil). Cf. Chappell,

T'ien-t'ai Buddhism, pp. 132-135; Hurvitz, Chih-i, pp. 363-366.
48 Hsüan-i, T. 33, p. 707b.

49 See ibid., p. 709a. The thirty-four mental states (san-shih-ssu hsin EL -\~W'ù) include

sixteen mental states and eighteen mental states. The sixteen mental states refer to the eight
kinds of acquiescence (pan-jen AS) and the eight kinds of knowledge (pa-chih AH?).

They are the combination ofthe theoretical acquiescence (lei-jen HS) and direct intuition

(lei-chih HÜ?), with which one severs erroneous views and correctly perceives the Four

Noble Truths. The eighteen mental states refer to the nine stages on the path free from all

hindrances (chiu-wu-ai flMMk), and the nine stages on the path to liberation (chiu-chieh-
t'uo AÄflÄÄ), with which one's mind is completely free from deluded attitudes. See

Hurvitz, Chih-i, p. 258, note 1; Chappell, T'ien-t'ai Buddhism, p. 117, note 46.

50 Hsüan-i, T. 33, p. 709a.
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(13) The thirteenth category, "knowledge ofthe Ten Stages" (shih-ti chih +ife
ü?),51 is related to the fifth group ofthe Ten Stages in the fifty-two stages of a

bodhisattva. The Ten Stages are the highest level of attainment of the bodhisattva

before he attains buddhahood, and are the knowledge of the sage. Therefore,

the Ten Stages are grouped together to form this category of knowledge.52
The bodhisattva of the Separate Teaching with the knowledge of the Ten Stages
is mainly concerned about applying the view of the Middle Way for his

soteriological activity of saving beings.53

(14) The fourteenth category, "knowledge ofthe Buddha ofthe Tripitaka" (san-

tsang-fo chih ELMi%^), specifically belongs to the Buddha of the Tripitaka
Teaching (san-tsang fo ELMi%), referring to the Sâkyamuni Buddha. According
to the Tripitaka Teaching, he practiced the Six Perfections in his previous lives

as a bodhisattva for three immeasurable eons (san-ta a-seng-ch'i-chieh ELf^M
fa MS], Skt. asamkhya), until he attained buddhahood in this lifetime.54 The

knowledge of the Buddha of the Tripitaka Teaching is characterized as having
severed primary habitual tendencies.

(15) The fifteenth category, "knowledge of the Buddha of the Common

Teaching" (/ 'ung-chiao-fo chih M. %. \% H? is related to the Buddha of the

Common Teaching and is superior to the previous category. Chih-i maintains
that such knowledge is superior in severing delusions and reflecting on the

51 The Ten Stages (shih-ti AJÉ, Skt. dasa bhümayah) are the fifth group ofthe ten stages in
the fifty-two stages of a bodhisattva, on which the bodhisattva severs fundamental

ignorance, and realizes the Middle Way. They include: (1) joyful stage (huan-hsi-ti t^Uife,
Skt. pramuditä), (2) free from defilement (li-kou-ti ^l^pitk, Skt. vimala), (3) light-giving
(fa-kuang-ti ft % ±fe, Skt. prabhakan), (A) brilliant wisdom (yen-hui-ti fä M ±tk, Skt.

arcismatî), (5) hard-to-conquer (nan-sheng-ti HtHfA, Skt. sudurjayä), (6) facing true-reality
(hsien-ch'ien-ti ïSltÎJÎtil, Skt. abhimukhï), (1) thoroughgoing practice (yiian-hsin-ti ÌBlfiÉ,
Skt. dürarpgamä), (8) immovable (pu-tung-ti ^fttife, Skt. acala), (9) wonderfully wise

(shan-hui-ti #Äiik, Skt. sädhumatX), and (10) dharma-c\oud (fa-yün-ti VÈUiÉ, Skt.

dharma meghä) that reveals all things through the Middle Way. Cf. Chappell, T'ien-t'ai
Buddhism, pp. 135-136; Hurvitz, Chih-i, pp. 366-367.

52 Hsüan-i, T. 33, p. 707b.

53 See ibid., p. 709a.

54 See ibid., p. 707b. For a detailed description of Sâkyamuni Buddha's practices in his

previous lives, Chappell, T'ien-t 'ai Buddhism, pp. 105-107.
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capacities of living beings.55 The knowledge of the Buddha of the Common

Teaching is characterized by Chih-i as having severed all delusions that are left

over from the previous afflictions.56

(16) The sixteenth category, "knowledge of the Buddha of the Separate

Teaching" (pieh-chiao-fo chih M Wi t$H? is superior to the preceding one,
because the Buddha manifests himself as the Buddha of the Separate Teaching,
which in Chih-i's scheme of classification is more advanced than that of the

Common Teaching in terms of severing delusions and reflecting the capacities of
living beings.57 The knowledge of the Buddha of the Separate Teaching is

equivalent to the Preliminary Enlightenment,58 and thus is characterized by
Chih-i as having severed fundamental ignorance and attaining ultimate
buddhahood.59

(17) The seventeenth category, "knowledge of the five preliminary grades of
disciples ofthe Perfect Teaching" (yüan-chiao wu-p'in ti-tzu chih HJt^EnriJ^
ï^H?),60 is related to the five preliminary grades of disciples of the Perfect

Teaching, for they are the initial stage of practice that belongs to the Perfect

Teaching. Chih-i describes this stage as "embracing the nature of affliction, and

knowing the secret storehouse ofthe tathâgata." This means that disciples purify

55 Hsüan-i, p. 707b. Buddha ofthe Common Teaching (t'ung-chiao fo ilifefô) also refers to

Sâkyamuni Buddha who attained buddhahood (according to the Common Teaching) by

going through the Ten Stages. Cf. Chappell, T'ien-t'ai Buddhism, pp. 119-121.

56 Hsüan-i, T. 33, p. 709a.

57 See ibid, p. 707b. Buddha ofthe Separate Teaching (pieh-chiao fo SlltStft) also refers to

Sâkyamuni Buddha who attained buddhahood (according to the Separate Teaching) by

going through fifty-two stages of a bodhisattva. See Chappell, T'ien-t'ai Buddhism, pp.

129-137.
58 According to the Separate Teaching, Preliminary Enlightenment is the ultimate buddhahood.

59 Hsüan-i, T. 33, p. 709a.

60 Yüan-chiao wu-p'in ti-tzu chih HIS2lm-i5f5ii:t=? is concerned with the yüan-chiao wu-p'in
ti-tzu wei HI WL 3l im % -f-tùL (position of the five preliminary grades of disciples of the

perfect teaching), including: sui-hsi-p'in RUfpq as one's initial stage of conceiving the faith

in and the understanding ofthe Perfect Teaching, tu-sung-p 'in IS^Ibp as the second stage of
enhancing one's faith in the Perfect Teaching, shuo-fa-p'in eftvÈma as the third stage of
expounding the teaching of the Buddha to others, chien-hsing liu-tu ^EffAS as the fourth

stage of carrying out concurrent cultivation of the Six Perfections for the purpose of
benefiting others, and cheng-hsing liu-tu jEff /\S. as the fifth stage of practicing primarily
the Six Perfections in order to realize the Ultimate Truth. See also Chappell, T'ien-t'ai
Buddhism, pp. 146-152; Hurvitz, Chih-i, p. 368.
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their sense-organs without eliminating the five desires, and have subdued
fundamental ignorance but have not yet eliminated it.61

18) The eighteenth category, "knowledge of the six purified sense-organs" (buken

ch'ing-ching chih /sftJIfy^Pl!?), is related to the second stage of attainment
in the Perfect Teaching, the position of the six purified sense-organs (liu-ken
ch 'ing-ching wei ÀtHïH tfHÈ), which is equivalent to the position of the Ten

Faiths ofthe Separate Teaching (pieh-chiao shih-hsin wei ^iJ^+itfßjQ.62 The

"knowledge of the six purified sense-organs" is characterized as having gained
the knowledge resembling the Middle Way, which is equivalent to the Ten

Faiths of the Separate Teaching, and is the level that is closest to the real non-
defilement of an arhat.63

(19) The nineteenth category, "knowledge from the initial [Ten] Dwellings to
the preliminary enlightenment" (ch'u-chu chih-teng-chüeh chih ^DftM^ffSu?),
is related to the third stage of attainment in the Perfect Teaching before one

attains the ultimate goal of subtle enlightenment. This stage consists of the Ten

Dwellings, Ten Practices, Ten Merit-transferences, Ten Stages, and preliminary
enlightenment. Chih-i explains that all these various kinds of knowledge abolish

ignorance.64 Such knowledge is characterized as being equivalent to the ultimate

knowledge ofthe Buddha.

(20) The twentieth category, "knowledge of subtle enlightenment" (miao-chüeh
chih tyyjft^i), is the final realization of buddhahood, the supreme enlightenment.
Chih-i declares that the knowledge of the Buddha with subtle enlightenment
cannot be surpassed and is the most venerable one.65

The above enumeration of twenty categories of knowledge follows the Four

Teachings. They are divided by Chih-i into four corresponding groups examined
in the following part, "knowledge reflects objects" (chih-chao-ching ^M^).
The seven categories of knowledge, from the first to the sixth as well as the

61 Hsüan-i, T. 33, p. 707b. The five desires (wu-yü 3ï$0 is Chih-i's term referring to the five

objects of cognition: form, sound, fragrance, taste, and sensation, because these five objects

can arouse one's mind of desire. San-tsangfa-shu Hiüfetft, p. 244, s.v. JLOfc.

62 Hsüan-i, T. 33, p. 707b.

63 See ibid., p. 709a.

64 See ibid., p. 707b.

65 See ibid., p. 707b.
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fourteenth category, belong to the Tripitaka Teaching, the five categories of
knowledge, from the seventh to the tenth as well as the fifteenth category,

belong to the Common Teaching; the four categories of knowledge, from the

eleventh to the thirteenth as well as the sixteenth category belong to the Separate

Teaching; and the last four categories of knowledge, from the seventeenth to the

twentieth categories, belong to the Perfect Teaching. Through comparison of the

four groups of knowledge (that belong to the Four Teachings) with each other,

an ascending order of different levels of knowledge is construed. Of each of
these four groups of knowledge, the superior knowledge is the knowledge ofthe
Buddha. However, only the knowledge of the Buddha in the last group of the

Perfect Teaching is related to the subtle enlightenment, which is the most

supreme knowledge.

Chart 1: Twenty categories ofknowledge that are divided into four groups
corresponding to the Four Teachings
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Chih-i's systematization of the characteristics of these twenty categories of
knowledge implies different functions that these twenty kinds of knowledge
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exert, through which different levels of attainment are presented. The following
is Chih-i's examination of these categories of knowledge in the light of objects
as truth, posing that knowledge concerns objects.

2. The examination ofthe twenty categories ofknowledge in relation to six

categories ofobjects as truth

In this section entitled "Knowledge reflects Objects" (chih-chao-ching %§ffî

ia),66 Chih-i examines the twenty kinds of knowledge in four groups. These four

groups reflect corresponding four types of understanding pertaining to each

category of objects as truth. According to Chih-i, reflection on various categories
of objects can reveal the principle of the Middle Way, for the principle is

profound and depends on knowledge to be manifested.

Reflection on four types of understanding of each category of objects
through these four groups of knowledge leads to a systematic representation of
what these four groups of knowledge concern in terms of objects as truth as well
as what one can achieve through their application. This system of reflection is

Chih-i's endeavor to demonstrate the relationship between knowledge and

objects as truth, i.e., objects as truth is what knowledge concerns. If we compare
Chih-i's description of the four types of understanding of each category of
objects with that ofthe four groups of knowledge, we find that they parallel each

other. What Chih-i intends to accomplish through this scheme is to sustain his

category "Subtlety of Knowledge" in terms of conveying truth. Since truth is

abstruse and has to rely on knowledge to be manifested, Chih-i's classification
of knowledge provides a guideline of conceiving truth, bearing epistemological
and soteriological significance.

(1) "Twenty kinds of knowledge reflect objects as the Ten Suchnesses" (erh-
shih-chih chao shih-ju —+ 1? M + ^B). In this correlation, twenty kinds of
knowledge are grouped not into four types that correspond to the Four

Teachings, but into five types of correlation between knowledge and objects as

the Ten Suchnesses:

66 See ibid., p. 709a-c.
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One kind of knowledge reflects the Ten Suchnesses of the six worlds: 67 Mundane

knowledge does not concern the truth and, therefore, it is related to the characteristics of the

Ten Suchnesses ofthe six worlds.68

Seven kinds of knowledge reflect the Ten Suchnesses of the two vehicles (i.e., srävaka and

pratyekabuddha): Seven kinds of knowledge include (1.) wu-t'ing-hsin ssu-nien-ch'u chih

if^'OH^iSli? (knowledge ofthe five methods of mind-cessation and the four types of
mindfulness), (2.) ssu-shan-ken chih F3#fliÜ? (knowledge ofthe four wholesome factors),

(3.) ssu-kuo chih HHH? (knowledge of the Four Fruitions), (4.) chihfo chih ÜÄÜ?
(knowledge of the pratyekabuddhas), (5.) t'i-fa sheng-wen chih üftUKH!? (knowledge of
srävakas who perceive emptiness by embodying dharmas), (6.) t'i-fa chih-fo chih fiftjtft
I? (knowledge of the pratyekabuddhas who perceive emptiness by embodying dharmas),
and (7.) t'i-fa p'u-sa ju-chen fang-pien chih fiyEUKAATfffiH? (knowledge ofthe
bodhisattva who perceives emptiness by embodying dharmas as an expedient means of
entering the absolute truth). These seven kinds of knowledge belong to both the Tripitaka
and the Common Teachings, and therefore, bear the characteristics of the ten Suchnesses of
the two vehicles.69

Four kinds of knowledge reflect the Ten Suchnesses of the bodhisattva and of the six

worlds: Two aspects are observed with regard to the knowledge of the Six Perfections, the

knowledge of the bodhisattva who embodies dharmas to enter the provisional, and the

"knowledge ofthe four types ofthe ten minds" (ssu shih-hsin-chih H+'ll1^).70 Since these

four kinds of knowledge partially concern the bodhisattva's involvement in worldly affairs,

they bear both the characteristics of the Ten Suchnesses of the realm of the six worlds and

the realm ofthe bodhisattva.11

One kind of knowledge reflects the Ten Suchnesses of the bodhisattva and of the Buddha:

Two aspects are observed with regard to the knowledge ofthe ten stages. Since this category
of knowledge concerns the highest level of attainment of the bodhisattva before he attains

buddhahood, it is connected to both the realms ofthe bodhisattva and ofthe Buddha.72

Four kinds of knowledge reflect the Ten Suchnesses of the Buddha-realm, which belong to

the Perfect Teaching, including: (1.) yüan-chiao wu-p'in ti-tzu chih HI S LE m % A I?
(knowledge of the five preliminary grades of disciples of the Perfect Teaching), (2.) liu-ken

ch'ing-ching chih AÄTh^I? (knowledge ofthe six purified sense-organs), (3.) ch'u-chu

67 The six worlds refer to the four evil destinies to where hell-dwellers, hungry ghosts, animals

and asuras tend to go, and the two wholesome destinies of humans and heavenly beings.
68 Hsüan-i, T. 33, p. 709b.

69 See ibid., p. 709b.

70 Ssu shih-hsin-chih H3+'Ci*|? (The four types ofthe ten minds) refer to the Ten Faiths, Ten

Dwellings, Ten Practices, and Ten Merit-transferences. The Ten Faiths refer to the

knowledge ofthe Ten Faiths ofthe Separate Teaching (pieh-chiao shih-hsin-chih SJSAfjt
Ü?), and the Ten Dwellings (shih-chu Aft), Ten Practices (shih-hsing +ff) and the Ten

Merit-transferences (shih-hui-hsiang +ì1|r]) refer to the knowledge ofthe three types of
the Ten Minds ofthe Separate Teaching (pieh-chiao san shih-hsin-chih S'JüJH+'hÜ?).

71 HsOan-l, T. 33, p. 709b.

72 See ibid., p. 709b.
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chih-teng-chüeh chih ^OftS^'Ä!? (knowledge from the initial Ten Dwellings up to the

preliminary enlightenment), and (4.) miao-chüeh chih W> ft I? (knowledge of Subtle

Enlightenment). Since the Perfect Teaching expresses the Ultimate Truth of buddhahood,

this group of knowledge bears the characteristics of the Ten Suchnesses of the Buddha-
realm.73

Chart 2: Twenty categories ofknowledge reflect objects as the Ten Suchnesses
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(2) "Twenty categories of knowledge reflect objects as four types of the

Twelvefold Causality" (erh-shih-chih chao ssu-chung shih-erh yin-yüan ching

AffilrtfrH^). In this correlation, the twenty kinds of knowledge
are grouped into four, corresponding to the Fourfold Teaching, and are
correlated with objects as four types ofthe Twelvefold Causality. This is to say that
the seven kinds of knowledge of the Tripitaka Teaching reflect objects as the

Twelvefold Causality of origination and extinction of what is conceivable. The

five kinds of knowledge of the Common Teaching reflect objects as the

Twelvefold Causality of neither origination nor extinction of what is
conceivable. The four kinds of knowledge of the Separate Teaching reflect objects

73 See ibid., p. 709b.
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as the Twelvefold Causality of origination and extinction of what is

inconceivable. The four kinds of knowledge ofthe Perfect Teaching reflect objects as

the Twelvefold Causality of neither origination nor extinction of what is

inconceivable.

Chart 3: Twenty categories ofknowledge reflect objects as four types ofthe
Twelvefold Causality
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(3) "Twenty kinds of knowledge reflect objects as four types ofthe Four Noble
Truths" (erh-shih-chih chao ssu-chung ssu-ti ching — + 3f M H S 01$ ±a),
which implies that the seven kinds of knowledge of the Tripitaka Teaching
reflect objects as the Four Noble Truths of origination and extinction. The five
kinds of knowledge of the Common Teaching reflect objects as the Four Noble
Truths of neither origination nor extinction. The four kinds of knowledge of the

Separate Teaching reflect objects as the Four Noble Truths ofthe immeasurable.

The four kinds of knowledge ofthe Perfect Teaching reflect objects as the Four
Noble Truths of non-function.
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Chart 4: Twenty categories ofknowledge reflect objects as four types ofthe
Four Noble Truths
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(4) "Twenty kinds of knowledge reflect objects as the Twofold Truth" (erh-shih-
chih chao erh-ti ching Z2-h^$|—p$^). The correlations are as follows:

i. The seven kinds of knowledge of the Tripitaka Teaching reflect the Twofold Truth of the

Tripitaka Teaching. This is because emptiness is attained by analyzing and differentiating
dharmas (hsi-k'ung tffS). Such way of perceiving emptiness is the characteristic ofthe
Tripitaka Teaching,

ii. The five kinds of knowledge of the Common Teaching reflect the Twofold Truth of the

Common Teaching. That is because emptiness is attained by embodying dharmas (t 'i-k 'ung

ff S Such way of perceiving emptiness within dharmas is the characteristic of the

Common Teaching,
iii. The four kinds of knowledge of the Separate Teaching reflect the Twofold Truth of the

Separate Teaching, because the truth ofthe Middle Way is reached by transcending either of
the two extreme views of emptiness or the provisional,

iv. The four kinds of knowledge of the Perfect Teaching reflect the Twofold Truth of the

Perfect Teaching. This is because the Middle Way is realized by embracing both views of
emptiness and the provisional.
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Chart 5: Twenty categories ofknowledge reflect the Twofold Truth
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(5) "Twenty kinds of knowledge reflect objects as the Threefold Truth" (erh-
shih-chih chao san-ti Uff f,Hlf). There are three groups of correlation

corresponding to Worldly Truth, Absolute Truth, and the Middle Way:

i. The knowledge of the Tripitaka Teaching concerns the origination and extinction of worldly
dharmas, and does not contain the Middle Way. Therefore, it belongs to the Worldly Truth.

ii. The knowledge ofthe Common Teaching concerns emptiness of worldly entities in terms of
no-origination. Therefore, it belongs to the Absolute Truth.

iii. The knowledge of the Separate Teaching and the Perfect Teaching are grouped together, for
both concern the Middle Way.
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Chart 6: Twenty categories ofknowledge reflect the Threefold Truth
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(6) "Twenty kinds of Knowledge reflect Objects as the One Ultimate Truth"
(erh-shih-chih chao i-shih-ti LLZffM—Äb$). In this group of correlation, the

One Ultimate Truth is spoken of in reference to the four types of the Four Noble
Truths. Therefore, there are four types of the Ultimate Truth in terms of
origination and extinction, neither origination nor extinction, the immeasurable,
and non-function. This is to say that the seven kinds of knowledge of the

Tripitaka Teaching reflect Ultimate Truth as origination and extinction. The five
kinds of knowledge of the Common Teaching reflect the Ultimate Truth as

neither origination nor extinction. The four kinds of knowledge of the Separate

Teaching reflect the Ultimate Truth as the immeasurable. The four kinds of
knowledge ofthe Perfect Teaching reflect the Ultimate Truth as non-function.
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Chart 7: Twenty categories ofknowledge reflectfour types ofthe Ultimate
Truth
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(7) "Twenty kinds of knowledge reflect No Truth that does not illuminate" (erh-
shih-chih wu-ti wu-chao —+f $£b$, MM). For Chih-i, No Truth is a phrase
that reveals the indescribability of the truth, and entails non-differentiation
between truth and no-truth. Chih-i states that the No Truths can be observed in
terms ofthe four types ofthe Four Noble Truths. This is because, he adds, if one

attains realization through these four types, one will no longer see the difference
between truth and no-truth.

i. In terms ofthe knowledge ofthe Tripitaka Teaching, Chih-i says that the first seven kinds of
Knowledge of the Tripitaka Teaching reflect No Truth in terms of the Four Noble Truths of
origination and extinction, since origination of origination is unexplainable.74

74 Hsüan-i, p. 709c. The phrase "origination of origination" is taken by Chih-i as the "no-truth"
that corresponds to the Tripitaka Teaching. This is because the teaching concerns origination
and extinction of dharmas due to causes and conditions, which renders an infinite cycle of
origination. This is expressed by the phrase origination of origination, meaning that
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ii. In terms ofthe knowledge ofthe Common Teaching, Chih-i says that the next five kinds of
Knowledge of the Common Teaching reflect No Truth in terms of the Four Noble Truths of
neither origination nor extinction. This is because non-origination of origination is

unexplainable.75

iii. In terms of the knowledge of the Separate Teaching, Chih-i points out that the next four
kinds of Knowledge of the Separate Teaching reflect No Truth in terms of the Four Noble
Truths ofthe immeasurable. This is due to the impossibility of explaining the origination of
non-origination.76

iv. In terms of the knowledge of the Perfect Teaching, Chih-i points out that the next four kinds

of Knowledge of the Perfect Teaching reflect No Truth in terms of the Four Noble Truths of
Non-function, since non-origination of non-origination is unexplainable.77

causality that can produce produces things. Such a truth concerning infinite origination is

beyond conceptualization, and is thus unexplainable.
75 See ibid., p. 709c. The phrase "non-origination of origination" is taken by Chih-i to

correspond to the Common Teaching. This is because the teaching concerns the emptiness
of dharmas. Although dharmas originate due to causes and conditions, in view of emptiness,
there is non-origination of dharmas. This is expressed by the phrase non-origination of
origination, meaning that causality that can produce produces nothing. Such a truth that

seems contradictory in terms is beyond conceptualization, and is thus unexplainable.
76 See ibid., p. 709c. The phrase "origination of non-origination" is taken by Chih-i to

correspond to the Separate Teaching. This is because the teaching, though based on the view
of emptiness of dharmas, emphasizes the view of the provisional existence. Emptiness of
things means that there is non-origination of dharmas; and the provisional existence means
that there is origination of dharmas. Since the view of origination of dharmas is based on
the view of non-origination of dharmas, this is expressed by the phrase origination of non-

origination, which is beyond conceptualization, and is thus unexplainable.
77 See ibid., p. 709c. The phrase "non-origination of non-origination" is taken by Chih-i to

correspond to the Perfect Teaching. This is because the teaching concerns the Middle Way
that embraces both views of Emptiness and the Provisional, and does not make a distinction
between origination and non-origination. This state of non-distinction is expressed by the

phrase non-origination of non-origination, which is beyond conceptualization, and is thus

unexplainable. For a further explanation of an original meaning of the above-stated four

types of unexplainable, see p. 140, note 179.
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Chart 8: Twenty categories ofknowledge reflectfour types ofthe No Truth
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Chih-i's scheme of the twenty kinds of knowledge reflect each of the six

categories of objects as truth. It is a classification of knowledge that concerns

objects as truth, based on correspondences between knowledge and objects.
Since twenty kinds of knowledge are divided into four levels corresponding to
the Four Teachings, what these four levels of knowledge reflect in terms of
objects as truth also constitutes different levels, i.e., coarse or subtle kinds of
knowledge discussed by Chih-i in the following section.

3. The classification ofthe twenty categories ofknowledge as coarse or subtle

Chih-i classifies the twenty categories of knowledge into coarse or subtle (p 'an

ts'u-miao M'ìailP)™ The notion of coarse and subtle is defined by Chih-i from
six perspectives: (1) suchness (ch'ang Wi), (2) Middle Way (chung-tao ^M),

78 Hsüan-i, T. 33, pp. 709c-710b.
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(3) principle (// M), (4) knowledge (chih £P) and insight (chien JL), (5) relative

(ch 'üan W.) and ultimate (shih Jf), and (6) five eyes (wu-yen Elle).

(1) With regard to the perspective of suchness (ch'ang ^),79 Chih-i considers

the first group of twelve kinds of knowledge that belong to the Tripitaka and

Common Teachings to be coarse, and the last eight ones that belong to the

Separate and Perfect Teachings to be subtle. Chih-i says that the reason the

former group of knowledge is coarse is because the bodhisattva of the Two
Vehicles (erh-sh 'engp 'u-sa H5^|£js§) has not yet been able to hear the doctrine

of Suchness. On the other hand, the later group of knowledge is subtle, because

the bodhisattva, beginning with the knowledge of the "Ten Faiths of the

Separate Teaching" (pieh-chiao shih-hsin $lJi£ + fit) onwards, has not only
heard the doctrine of suchness, but also has faith in it and puts it in practice.

(2) Regarding the perspective ofthe Middle Way (chung-tao ^M), the Middle
Way is spoken of in terms of the four kinds of knowledge of the Separate

Teaching, of which three are considered by Chih-i to be coarse, and one to be

subtle. In other words, the knowledge of the bodhisattva of the Ten Faiths, the

Ten Dwellings, the Ten Practices, and the Ten Merit-transferences are coarse,
since the first three ones are not preoccupied by the primary cultivation of the

Middle Way. Although the Ten Merit-transferences are involved in the primary
cultivation of the Middle Way, this Middle Way remains as the principle only,
but does not embrace all dharmas. This means that the Middle Way is attained

through transcending either the extreme view of emptiness or the provisional,
but not through affirming the validity of the mundane world by identifying
emptiness with the provisional existence. On the other hand, the knowledge of
the Ten Stages is subtle, because the person with this knowledge gains insight
into the Middle Way.80

(3) Concerning the perspective of the principle (li 3), the principle as the

Middle Way is spoken of in terms of all four kinds of knowledge of the Perfect

Teaching that are subtle. This is because with these four kinds of knowledge,
one is led to eventually attain buddhahood.81

79 Suchness refers to reality as it is.

80 Hsüan-i, T. 33, p. 709c.

81 See ibid., p. 710a.
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(4) Regarding the perspective of knowledge (chih £P) and insight (chien JL),
there exist four categories of knowledge and insight, placed in reference to each

of the Four Teachings. However, Chih-i gives only the Tripitaka Teaching and

the Perfect Teaching as two examples. The cases regarding the Common and the

Separate Teaching are left out for readers to deduce from given examples.

i. In terms of the Tripitaka Teaching, there are four categories of knowledge and insight. The

first category is "no knowledge and no insight" (pu-chih pu-chien ^fel^FJIL); it belongs to

an ignorant man. Chih-i explains that an ignorant man has not heard the teaching of the

Buddha, and therefore possesses no knowledge. He has not realized the truth, and therefore,

he has no insight.82 The second category is "knowledge without insight" (chih fei chien £fl

#JË,) which belongs to the srävakas. Chih-i denotes that the srävakas, with the knowledge

of the five methods of mind-cessation and the four types of mindfulness, and all the way up
to the knowledge of the highest mundane dharma, have heard the teaching of the Buddha,

and therefore, they are considered as possessing knowledge. They have not realized the

truth, and therefore they have no insight. 83 The third category is "insight without

knowledge" (chien fei chih M,#£P), that belongs to the pratyekabuddhas. Chih-i states that

the pratyekabuddhas have not heard the teaching of the Buddha, and therefore they have no

knowledge. However, they have realized the truth by themselves. Therefore, they have

insight.84 The fourth category is "knowledge and insight" (i-chih i-chien JJ^P-ÏFJIL), and

belongs to the srävakas ofthe four levels of attainment of arhat-ship. Chih-i denotes that the

srävakas of the Four Fruitions have heard the teaching of the Buddha, and therefore, they
also have knowledge. They have realized the truth, and therefore, this realization is

insight.85

ii. In terms of the Perfect Teaching, the same four categories of knowledge and insight apply:

The first category is "no knowledge and no insight" (pu-chih pu-chien /fi%UTM>). Chih-i

points out that the srävakas with the seven kinds of expedient knowledge86 have not heard

82 See ibid., p. 710a.

83 See ibid., p. 710a. The knowledge mentioned here includes two kinds of knowledge:

knowledge of the five methods of mind-cessation and four types of mindfulness (wu-t 'ing-
hsin ssu-nien-ch'u chih :Ef?'ll\E];ê:jSl*), and knowledge ofthe four wholesome factors

(ssu-shan-ken chih 23#flä*).
84 Hsüan-i, T. 33, p. 710a.

85 See ibid., p. 710a. The Four Fruitions (ssu-kuo HU) refers to the four grades of saintship,

i.e., streamwinner with seven more rebirths (hsü-t'uo-huan ÎMKvB, Skt. srotäpannaphala),

once-returner (ssu-t'uo-han OTß'a', Skt. sakrdägämiphala), one who will no longer return

to this samsaric world (a-na-han MMiì; Skt., anägämiphala), and the arhat (a-luo-han M

HÜ, Skt. arhatphala). Cf. Hurvitz, Chih-i, p. 23; Chappell, T'ien-t'ai Buddhism, pp. 98-
99.

86 The seven kinds of knowledge of the srävaka are related to the Seven Worthy Positions of
the srävaka: (i) five methods of mind-cessation (wu-t'in-hsin LKW'ù), (ii) four types of
mindfulness that are practiced individually (pieh-hsiang-nien SÜffl^), (üi) four types ofthe
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the Lotus Teaching of the Buddha, and therefore, they have no knowledge. They have not
realized the Ultimate Truth, and therefore, they have no insight.87 The second category is

"knowledge without insight" (chih fei chien £P#JIL). A person with the "knowledge ofthe
five preliminary grades of the disciples of the Perfect Teaching and the six purified sense-

organs" has heard the Lotus Teaching of the Buddha, and therefore, he has knowledge. He

has not realized the Ultimate Truth, and therefore, he has no insight.88 The third category is

"insight without knowledge" (chien fei chih JL^£P). Chih-i asserts that the one who brings
forth previous habitual tendencies (i.e., is able to know one's own past lives) is considered

as having insight. Since one has not followed and heard the Lotus Teaching of the Buddha,

one has no knowledge.89 The fourth category is "knowledge and insight" (i-chih i-chien ^
^P^FMi). Chih-i points out that the disciples who have adhered to the Lotus Teaching ofthe
Buddha, and realized and entered the Ultimate Truth, possess both knowledge and insight.90

(5) With regard to the perspective of the relative (ch 'üan W.) and the ultimate

(shih 1)1), the twenty categories of knowledge are summarized into relative or
ultimate. The relative knowledge is classified by Chih-i to be the knowledge of
the Three Vehicles (srävakas, pratyekabuddhas, and bodhisattvas), and the

ultimate knowledge the knowledge of the Buddha. The former is an expedient
means that serves to reach the latter. Chih-i quotes the three kinds of
knowledge91 to define the relative and the ultimate. In his system, all-knowledge

mindfulness that are practiced together (tsung-hsiang-nien &ëffl:êO, (iv) sub-stage of heat

(nuan-wei BSft), (v) sub-stage of summit (ting-wei TUitL), (vi) sub-stage of acquiescence

(jen-wei Sft), and (vii) the highest mundane dharma (shih ti-i-i fa täJH—WïiÈ). These

seven kinds of knowledge are considered by Chih-i as expedience (ch 'i-fang-pien -b^Tffi),
because they do not manifest the Ultimate Truth.

87 Hsüan-i, T. 33, p. 710a.

88 See ibid., p. 710a.

89 See ibid., p. 710a.

90 See ibid., p. 710a.

91 The three kinds of knowledge, that of All-Knowledge, Knowledge of the Path and Universal

Knowledge, are originally stated in the Ta-chih-tu tun, T. 25, 257c-260cff. It is recorded in
the Fo-tsu t'ung-chi «11,^15 T. 49, p. 178c that these three kinds of knowledge have

been realized by Hui-wen W.L>C from the concerning section in the Ta-chih-tu lun. The

correspondence between these three kinds of knowledge and the three truths (Emptiness, the

Provisional, and the Middle Way) is the result of his reading ofthe section in the Ta-chih-tu

lun fmSMi, with the quotation from the Mülamadhyamakakärikä, verse 24:18, i.e., "I
declare that whatever is of Dependent Origination is emptiness (nothingness); it is also a

provisional name; it is also the meaning ofthe Middle Way" (BH^T^fe, ftt&BPJalïi!
(Äs), jfFBÄfiü^, ^jitit*. T. 30, 33b). See Ta-chih-tu lun, T. 25, 107all-12. From

this reading, he has gained a great awakening, and proposed the concept of the "threefold

contemplation in one thought" (i-hsin san-kuan —i>HÜ). Hui-wen is regarded as the first

patriarch of T'ien-t'ai Buddhism, or the second patriarch if Nâgârjuna is taken into account
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(i-ch'ieh chih —"KJf, Skt. sarvajhäna) that concerns emptiness of all entities is

obtained by the srävaka and pratyekabuddha, and belongs to the Common

Teaching. Knowledge ofthe path (tao-chung chih ÎËfËf, Skt. märgajhäna)
that concerns all things in the provisional existence is obtained by the

bodhisattva, and belongs to the Separate Teaching. Universal knowledge (i-ch'ieh-
chung chih —^flf, Skt. sarvathäjhäna) that concerns the Middle Way of
encompassing all aspects of reality (i.e., emptiness, the provisional existence,

and the Middle Way) is obtained by the bodhisattva, and belongs to the Perfect

Teaching. With this scheme, the twenty kinds of knowledge can be examined in

correspondence with these three kinds of knowledge. The first sixteen kinds of
knowledge that belong to the three teachings (Tripitaka, Common, and Separate)

are relative and coarse, and the last four kinds of knowledge that belong to the

Perfect Teaching are ultimate and subtle.

(6) With regard to the perspective of the five eyes (wu-yen HWi), the above-

mentioned insight (chien M) is spoken of in terms of the five eyes (Skt. panca
caksümsi, panca cakkhüni) that are classified into coarse or subtle. The four

eyes: the material eye (jo-yen fäll, Skt. mämsacaksus), the heavenly eye (t'ien-

yen 3K.WL, Skt. divyacaksus), the wisdom-eye (hui-yen Sil, Skt. prajhäcaksus),
and the dharma-eye (fa-yen ÌÌ.W., Skt. dharmacaksus) are coarse and subtle in

different respects, except the fifth eye, the Buddha-eye (Jo-yen \% IU, Skt.

buddhacaksus) that is absolutely subtle without any coarseness. With the

Buddha-eye, the Buddha has knowledge and insight into the Ultimate Truth.

Chih-i adds that the other doctrines before the Lotus Sûtra are coarse, for they

are mainly concerned with the first four eyes. The Lotus Sütra is subtle, because

it represents the Buddha-eye only.92

The above is the description of Chih-i's examination of the twenty kinds of
knowledge in terms of the coarse and the subtle. Coarse and subtle knowledge

are determined from six perspectives. The perspective of suchness (ch 'ang ^) is

used to determine the coarse and the subtle knowledge of the Four Teachings,
from which the knowledge that belongs to the Tripitaka and Common Teachings

as the first patriarch in T'ien-t'ai tradition. Cf. Hui-wen's biography in the sixth fascicle of
the Fo-tsu T'ung-chi, T. 49, 178b-179a. For a further explanation ofthe Threefold Knowledge,

see Chappell, T'ien-t'ai Buddhism, p. 169, note 54; Swanson, Foundations of T'ien-

t'ai Philosophy, pp. 276-277, note 5; Yang Huinan, "Chih-i te wu-shih pa-chiao p'an,"
Chen-kuan IEÜ, No. 3, 1997, p. 46.

92 Hsüan-i,T. 33, p. 710a-b.
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is designated as coarse, and the Separate and Perfect Teachings as subtle. The

perspective ofthe Middle Way (chung-tao ^M) is used to examine four kinds
of knowledge of the Separate Teaching, from which the three kinds of
knowledge are designated as coarse and the one kind of knowledge as subtle.

The perspective of the principle (// 3) is used to examine four kinds of knowledge

of the Perfect Teaching, from which all these four kinds of knowledge are

designated as subtle. The perspective of knowledge (chih £P) and insight (chien
M) is used to examine the Four Teachings, in which four kinds of knowledge
and insight are elaborated in terms of the Tripitaka Teaching and the Perfect

Teaching. Although both teachings have knowledge and insight, Chih-i intends

to show through comparison that knowledge and insight of the Tripitaka
Teaching is different from that of the Perfect Teaching. While the former leads

to the attainment of an arhat, the latter leads to the attainment of the Ultimate
Truth of buddhahood. The perspective of the Relative and the Ultimate is used

by Chih-i to examine twenty kinds of knowledge, from which the knowledge of
the Three Vehicles (srävaka, pratyekabuddha, and bodhisattva) is designated as

relative, and the knowledge of the Buddha as ultimate. The perspective of the

five eyes (wu-yen JESU) is used by Chih-i to examine the coarseness and the

subtlety of the twenty kinds of knowledge, from which the knowledge of the

Three Vehicles is designated as belonging to the first four eyes (material eye,
heavenly eye, wisdom-eye, and dharma-eye), the coarse, while the knowledge of
the Buddha is designated as belonging to the Buddha-eye, and as such it is

subtle. The ultimate purpose of Chih-i's differentiation between the coarse and

the subtle knowledge is to reveal the final teaching of the Buddha, in which the

subtle reality is the fundamental nature underlying all distinctions. This ultimate

reality is conceptualized in the following part.

4. The transformation ofcoarse knowledge into subtle knowledge

In this part entitled "opening the coarse and revealing the subtle" (k'ai-ts'u
hsien-miao HHffl.Slè!>)>93 Chih-i proposes that the coarse knowledge is

fundamentally subtle when the true intentions of Buddha are displayed. That implies
that all types of the Buddha's teaching are for the purpose of guiding living
beings to attain buddhahood. Two points are addressed, the first one dealing
with knowledge, and the second with insight in terms of the five eyes.

93 See ibid.,p.HOb-c.
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The first point is termed "opening the coarse knowledge and revealing the

subtle knowledge" (k'ai-ts'u-chih hsien-miao-chih PU ffi § H # f Chih-i
explains that the first sixteen kinds of knowledge that belong to the Tripitaka,
Common, and Separate Teachings are coarse, while the transformation of such

coarse knowledge into the subtle lies simply in the fact that one becomes aware
ofthe coarseness ofthe first sixteen kinds of knowledge.94 Here, chüeh-liao ifc

T (to be made decisive by the Buddha and to be understood by others) is the

key term, involving two parties. On the one hand, the Buddha makes it decisive
that certain kinds of knowledge are coarse. On the other hand, listeners are led to
understand that certain kinds of knowledge are coarse. When these two
conditions meet, the coarse knowledge becomes the subtle knowledge.

The second point deals with insight, and is termed "opening the coarse eyes
and transforming them into subtle eyes" (k'ai-ts'u-yen wei-miao-yen Hti ffi II JS

$>fllt). Chih-i considers the integration ofthe five eyes to be subtle. Although all
other sütras mention the five eyes, these five eyes are coarse, because they are

not integrated with one another. It is only in the Lotus Sütra that all the five eyes
are subtle, because the first four coarse eyes are identified with the Buddha-eye,
and the five eyes are thus integrated as a whole.

The above is a description of the first major heading Chih-i sets up to
elaborate the "subtlety of knowledge." Related to the first ofthe Ten Subtleties,
the subtlety of objects involve a total number of twenty kinds of knowledge,
introduced as concerning various categories of objects as truth. The formation of
these twenty kinds of knowledge is explained in the light of different religious
practices, through which the relationship between knowledge and practice is

revealed. In order to convey the differences of these twenty kinds of knowledge,
the characteristics of these kinds of knowledge are described in terms of their
functions that can lead to certain levels of attainment. Second, by elaborating
knowledge in terms of its relation to objects as truth, Chih-i further explains that
different functions of knowledge are due to different categories of objects as

truth that those kinds of knowledge reflect. This is accomplished in a scheme of
twenty kinds of knowledge (that are divided into four corresponding to the Four
Teachings) reflecting each of the six categories of objects respectively. Third,
since the twenty kinds of knowledge that are divided into four groups reflect
each category of objects as truth, the correspondence between knowledge and

objects in terms of the coarse and the subtle can be established. Corresponding
to the coarse and the subtle objects as truth, the twenty kinds of knowledge are

94 See ibid., p. 710b.
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also classified into coarse or subtle, and consequently, different classifications of
knowledge determine different levels of attainment. Fourth, in order to reveal the

subtle reality that underlies all distinctions of things, Chih-i demonstrates how
the coarse knowledge can be transformed into subtle knowledge and how all five

eyes can be considered as subtle.

B. Discussing Knowledge in reference to Objects

(tui-ching lun-chih f^ialwf)

"Discussing knowledge in reference to objects" is the second major heading95

Chih-i sets up to interpret the subtlety of knowledge. In the above discussion,

"knowledge reflects objects" (chih chao ching H?M±»), Chih-i classifies twenty
kinds of knowledge into four types corresponding to the Four Teachings, and

demonstrates that various functions of knowledge can be derived from various

kinds of knowledge reflecting various categories of objects. In this part, Chih-i
intends to demonstrate, from another perspective, how the principle can be

manifested by means of discussing knowledge in reference to objects as truth.

That is, four levels of knowledge penetrate each category of objects as truth with
the four classifications, whereby both are integrated as one unity. This integrated

unity between knowledge and objects forms new categories of knowledge. Each

new category of knowledge bears the name ofthe corresponding class of objects.
For example, the penetration of objects as the "Four Noble Truths of origination
and extinction" (sheng-mieh ssu-ti ^.'MmW) requires "knowledge ofthe Four
Noble Truths of origination and extinction" (sheng-mieh ssu-ti chih ^ÌLÌfàmW
1=?). This scheme of knowledge penetrating objects as truth is elaborated in the

first part entitled "Corresponding to Five Categories of Objects" (tui wu-ching
î-iH^È). In the second part entitled "Various Reflections of Knowledge
corresponding to Objects" (chan-chuan hsiang-chao tui-ching M ff t@ M M is
Chih-i attempts to further emphasize that those new categories of knowledge can

not only penetrate objects of the same category, but also other categories of
objects that belong to the same classification.

The key conceptualization is that the scheme of such correlation runs more

or less parallel to the correlation among various categories of objects.96 By
reflecting each category of objects, knowledge bears the same content as its cor-

95 See ibid., pp. 710c-715b.
96 For a discussion of Chih-i's scheme of correlation among various categories of objects, see

Shen, "Objects as Truth are Subtle: Chih-i's Theory of Truth," pp. 413^-34.
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responding objects. What Chih-i intends to confirm is that knowledge not only
reflects objects as shown in the above part, "knowledge reflects objects", but

more precisely, knowledge penetrates objects as truth. Due to this nature of
knowledge, one is able to conceive objects as truth with knowledge. In the

second part, "various reflections of knowledge correspond to objects", the

correlation between new categories of knowledge and various categories of
objects, as stated earlier, runs more or less parallel to the correlation among
various categories of objects illustrated in the "Subtlety of Objects". It appears to
be repetitious that Chih-i spares no space to repeat the same scheme of
correlation. However, this demonstrates how painstakingly he builds up his

system of penetrating truth with knowledge. His intention is to use categorization

and classification to integrate the Buddhist theory of truth and the Buddhist

theory of realizing truth with regard to knowledge in order to provide
practitioners of different faculties a guideline to reach various types of truth, and to
attain liberation. Evidently, Chih-i's classification of knowledge and objects as

truth can be taken as his statement that all sentient beings are entitled to
liberation.

1. Corresponding to five categories ofobjects

This first part entitled "corresponding to five categories of objects" (dui wu-
ching MUM)97 clarifies knowledge with regards to five categories of objects:
four types of the Twelvefold Causality, four types of the Four Noble Truths,

seven views of the Twofold Truth, five types of the Threefold Truth, and the

One Truth. By elaborating knowledge with reference to each category of objects,
which is further classified into four types of separate knowledge corresponding
to the Four Teachings, new categories of knowledge are formed. This is in terms

of the combination of knowledge and objects. Each of these new categories of
knowledge has also four classifications corresponding to the Four Teachings.
This is to demonstrate that knowledge of the same classification can penetrate
objects as truth that belongs to the same classification. This is Chih-i's endeavor

to prove that, whereas knowledge manifests objects as truth, knowledge is the

key element towards penetrating objects as truth. Referring back to the section

Kuang-shih chu-ching iff f? Üi ^ ("Wide-ranging Interpretation of Various

Categories of Objects"), and under the first subtlety "Subtlety of Objects",98 it

97 Hsüan-i, T. 33, pp. 710c-714c.
98 For details, see ibid., pp. 698b-705b.
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will be shown that the content ofthe corresponding category between knowledge
and objects are in fact similar to each other, and furthermore demonstrated how

knowledge penetrates objects as truth.

(1) First, "knowledge is clarified in correspondence with four types of the

Twelvefold Causality" (tui ssu-chung shih-erh yin-yüan ming-chih f^HfUT—
Hü^ü?) in order to integrate knowledge with four types ofthe Twelvefold
Causality. Chih-i maintains that four types of the Twelvefold Causality actually
contain only one truth. It is due to different understandings of this one truth as

the Twelvefold Causality that there was a result of four types. These four types
of understanding the Twelvefold Causality are thus taken as four levels of knowledge:

knowledge of a lower level (hsia-chih TH?), of a middle level (chung-
chih ^H?), of a higher level (shang-chih _hü?), and of a supreme level (shang-

shang-chih _h_L1i). The four levels of knowledge are defined as contemplation,
corresponding to the Four Teachings respectively. Chih-i's elaboration of these

four levels of knowledge concerning the Twelvefold Causality corresponds to
his interpretation of objects as four types ofthe Twelvefold Causality, and serves

to convey the characteristics of the corresponding four types of understanding of
the Twelvefold Causality. Furthermore, these four levels of knowledge are

spoken of in terms of four types of contemplation, which bring into light how the

four types of the Twelvefold Causality are conceived that lead to the four levels

of attainment. The contemplation of a lower level leads to the enlightenment of
the srävaka of the Tripitaka Teaching. The contemplation of a middle level leads

to the enlightenment of the pratyekabuddha of the Common Teaching. The

contemplation of a higher level leads to the enlightenment of the bodhisattva of
the Separate Teaching. The contemplation of a supreme level leads to the

enlightenment ofthe Buddha ofthe Perfect Teaching.

i. The contemplation with the knowledge of a lower level (hsia-chih-kuan T*R) refers to
the knowledge of the Tripitaka Teaching, and the "lower level" is named after the srävaka,
who has an "inferior talent" in understanding the doctrine of the Twelvefold Causality. He

contemplates the Twelvefold Causality in terms of how one element generates another, in
terms of viewing each link as impermanence (wu-ch'ang $&.%, Skt. anitya), suffering (k'u
T^, Skt. duhkha), emptiness (k'ung S, Skt. sünyatä), and no-selfhood (wu-wo HÄ, Skt.

anätman), and in terms of how to extinguish each of the twelve links of dependent

origination. The person who practices this type of contemplation attains the enlightenment
ofthe srävaka (sheng-wen p'u-t'i SiMlal/l).

ii. The contemplation with the knowledge of a middle level (chung-chih-kuan ^*!!!) refers to
the knowledge of the Common Teaching, and the "middle-level" is named after the

pratyekabuddha, whose ability of understanding the doctrine of the Twelvefold Causality is
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"mediocre." He contemplates the Twelvefold Causality by viewing the illusory nature of
ignorance (avidya), since ignorance is the product of a weak mind (i-nien chi'h-hsin ;EÄE

>Ù). Due to the fact that the mind is a mere name, without any substantial being, it cannot

sustain ignorance. Ignorance is illusory as it is created by the cause of false thinking. The

illusory nature of ignorance designates the rest of the links in the Twelvefold Causality as

illusory as well. Therefore, there is no real origination, which renders non-extinction either.

The person who practices this type of contemplation attains the enlightenment of the

pratyekabuddha (yüan-chüeh p'u-t'i %.Hk#ü).
The contemplation with the knowledge of a higher level (shang-chih-kuan _h*ï!) refers to

the knowledge ofthe bodhisattva ofthe Separate Teaching. A "higher-level" is derived from

the fact that compared with the Buddha, the bodhisattva's understanding ofthe doctrine of
the Twelvefold Causality is still "not the most superior," but is superior to the previous two
levels (srävaka and pratyekabuddha). He contemplates the Twelvefold Causality by viewing
ignorance (avidya) as only the product of a stupid mind. Chih-i describes how various

conditions arouse various links in the Twelvefold Causality, and how the Three Virtuous

Qualities of buddhahood (i.e., perfect wisdom, liberation, and dharma-body) can be attained

when the Threefold Course of Ignorance (i.e., suffering, karman, and affliction) is

distinguished:

Ignorance is just mind stupidity. If the mind is at the state of stupidity, it arouses affliction

[klesa]. From affliction, various kinds of karman rise. From karman, various types of
suffering [duhkha] rise.99

If ignorance is annihilated, prajhä is manifested. If karman is annihilated, liberation is

manifested. If consciousness, and name-and-form are annihilated, the dharmakâya is
manifested.100

The contemplation with the knowledge of a supreme level (shang-shang-chih-kuan AA*
WL) refers to the bodhisattva and the Buddha knowledge of the Perfect Teaching, but the

"supreme-level" is ascribed to the Buddha. One contemplates the Twelvefold Causality by

realizing that the Threefold Course of Ignorance and the Three Virtuous Qualities are

identical to each other. The identification is described by Chih-i as follows:

(1) The first identification is between the course of affliction and the virtuous quality of
prajhä. The former is taken as darkness, and the latter as illumination. An insight into the

identity between these two is attained when one is free from the concept of darkness in

contrast with illumination, which is further associated with affliction and prajhä
respectively. When affliction is no longer taken as darkness, the concept of illumination
does not need to be associated with prajhä. Since there is no opposition between affliction
and prajhä, these two are identical to each other.101

99 See ibid, p. 71 la-b.
100 See ibid., p. 711b.

101 See ibid., p. 711b.
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(2) The second identification is between the course of karman and the virtuous quality of
liberation. The former is taken as bond, and the latter as sovereignty. An insight into the

identity of these two is simply to change one's perception by means of looking at them in a

different way. If karman is not associated with bond, and liberation is not associated with

sovereignty, then one assumes no difference between these two, i.e., to remove oneself from
the bond of karman in order to attain the sovereignty of liberation. The outcome is that if
there is no conception of difference assumed upon karman and liberation as two opposite

things, they are identical to each other.102

(3) The third identification is made between the course of suffering and the virtuous quality
of dharmakâya. The former is taken as life-and-death, and the latter as bliss. Obviously,
when suffering and dharmakâya are assumed to have different associations, they cannot be

identified with each other. Only if one realizes that these two, by nature, are neither life-
death nor bliss, can one gain insight into their fundamental identity in terms of emptiness.103

Chih-i concludes that these three categories of contemplation of identification
are significant for one's religious cultivation, because they contain the cause and

the effect of buddhahood. Contemplating along these lines leaps to the correct
view that the Threefold Course of Ignorance is not different from the Threefold
Virtuous Quality of buddhahood, and the Threefold Virtuous Quality is not
different from the Threefold Course of Ignorance. Moreover, the Threefold Course

of Ignorance embraces all Buddhist dharmas because it has the Threefold
Virtuous Quality, which is the great nirvana, and is named "the secret
storehouse." This means that such identification embraces the effect of buddhahood.

If one contemplates the Twelvefold Causality, it is identical to the Buddha who
sits at the place of enlightenment (bodhimanda), who also embraces the cause of
buddhahood.104

Chart 9: Four levels ofknowledge penetrate Objects as four types ofthe
Twelvefold Causality
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102 See ibid.. p. 711b.

103 See ibid., p. 711b.

104 See ibid.. p. 711b.
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(2) "Knowledge is clarified in correspondence with four types of the Four Noble
Truths" (tui ssu-chung ssu-ti ming-chih f^HUHsf^ü?): in terms of objects as

four types ofthe Four Noble Truths (ssu-sheng-ti HSU, Skt. catväri ärya-
satyäni), Chih-i emphasizes once again that there is only one single truth. It is

the outcome of different abilities of understanding that are of four types. He

summarizes four levels of knowledge that concern the four types of
understanding the Four Noble Truths, according to different faculties of disciples.
Their dull or sharp faculties (ken-yüan li-tun #LHf'JM) result in certain levels

of knowledge concerning certain types of the Four Noble Truths. Certain levels

of knowledge they attain are described as belonging to different aspects: either

phenomenal appearances (facts) or the principle within or beyond the three

realms (chieh-nei-wai shih-li Jf-F^blp-S). Chih-i's description of these four
levels of knowledge is parallel to his interpretation of Objects as four types of
understanding the Four Noble Truths, and serves as a further explanation as to
how the four types ofthe Four Noble Truths are conceived.

i. The "knowledge of the Four Noble Truths of origination and extinction" (sheng-mieh ssu-ti
chih 4ÄHS$!?) is in accordance with the phenomenal appearances within the three

realms (chieh-nei-shih %f-Pi^$-). It belongs to the srävaka 's knowledge of the Tripitaka
Teaching. This knowledge indicates that the srävaka with dull faculties is able to perceive
the facts ofthe temporal world as characterized by impermanence, suffering, and emptiness.

ii. The "knowledge ofthe Four Noble Truths of non-origination" (wu-sheng ssu-ti chih M 'iL H

If*) is in accordance with the principle within the three realms (chieh-nei-li ü-ftä). It
belongs to the pratyekabuddha's knowledge of the Common Teaching. This knowledge
indicates that the pratyekabuddha with sharp faculties is able to understand suffering as non-

suffering, since suffering is illusory, and is therefore empty.
iii. The "knowledge ofthe Four Noble Truths ofthe immeasurable" (wu-liang ssu-ti chih liHof*) is in accordance with the facts beyond the three realms (chieh-wai-shih ft-^W-). It

is the bodhisattva's knowledge of the Separate Teaching. Compared with the knowledge of
the Buddha, this knowledge of the bodhisattva is shallow, because the knowledge is

associated with facts, even though the facts are beyond the three realms, and cannot be

conceptually understood.105

iv. The "knowledge ofthe Four Noble Truths of non-function" (wu-tso ssu-ti chih ÌS^Kb^*)
is in accordance with the principle beyond the three realms (chieh-wai-li #^h3). This is

the Buddha's knowledge ofthe Perfect Teaching. Chih-i emphasizes that the knowledge of
all the Buddhas is profound because the knowledge corresponds with the principle of the

inconceivable that is beyond the three realms. 106 Chih-i's point is that the Buddha's

knowledge is beyond suffering of birth-and-death, and beyond the truth of nirväna of the

105 See ibid., p. 711c.

106 Seeibid.,p. 711c.
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Two Vehicles. This knowledge of neither suffering nor truth is the Ultimate Truth contained

in the Middle Way-Buddha Nature (chung-tao fo-hsing 't'itfttt).

Chart 10: Knowledge of thefour types ofthe Four Noble Truths penetrates
Objects as four types ofthe Four Noble Truths
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(3) Third, "knowledge is classified in correspondence with objects as the Twofold

Truth" (tui erh-ti-ching ming-chih S*!"—W^È^M^): by classifying knowledge

in reference to the Twofold Truth, the new category of knowledge is

formulated as the "twofold knowledge of the relative and of the ultimate"
(ch'üan-shih erh-chih fll^f—H?). This is to say that the relative knowledge
concerns the Worldly Truth, and ultimate knowledge concerns the Absolute
Truth. In his interpretation of objects as the Twofold Truth, Chih-i enumerates

seven views of the Twofold Truth, and therefore, there are also seven kinds of
the Twofold Knowledge corresponding to these seven views. Chih-i claims that
each of the seven views of the Twofold Truth is expounded by the Buddha with
the approach in terms of the three kinds of the Twofold Truth of the relative and

of the ultimate, each of the seven kinds of the Twofold Knowledge is also

related to the "three kinds of the twofold knowledge of the relative and of the

ultimate" (san-chung ch'üan-shih EL 11 W. Hï E. ü? They include: hua-t'a
ch'üan-shih ttiJtkSltf (relative and ultimate transforming of others), tzu-hsing
hua-t'a ch'üan-shih EHpffrftkAA (relative and ultimate of self-cultivation and

transforming others), and tzu-hsing ch'üan-shih effHÄ (relative and ultimate
of self-cultivation).

First, "knowledge of the relative and ultimate transforming of others"
accords purely with the conditions and intellectual capacities of living beings.

Second, "knowledge of the relative and of the ultimate of self-cultivation and

transforming others" combines the previous category, "transforming others",
with "self-cultivation" (i.e., the knowledge that is realized internally by the

Buddha). Therefore, the "knowledge of transforming others" is taken as relative
in this category, and "knowledge of the Buddha of self-cultivation" is taken as

ultimate in this category. In short, this second category is the combination of
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knowledge that is in accordance with the intellectual capacities of others and

with the knowledge ofthe Buddha. Third, there is the "knowledge ofthe relative
and ultimate of self-cultivation" and it is the knowledge that only belongs to that

of the Buddha. Multiplying seven kinds of the Twofold Knowledge with these

three categories of the relative and of the ultimate, there are in total twenty-one
kinds ofthe Twofold Knowledge. Chih-i's illustration of this part concerning the

Twofold Knowledge is similar to his interpretation of objects as the Twofold
Truth. Since knowledge concerns objects as truth, the Twofold Truth of the

worldly and of the absolute is spoken of in terms of the Twofold Knowledge of
the relative and of the ultimate. The seven kinds of the Twofold Knowledge
serve to characterize seven ways of conceiving the Twofold Truth.107

Chart 11: Correspondence between seven kinds ofthe Twofold Knowledge and
three categories ofthe Twofold Knowledge in terms ofthe Relative
and the Ultimate
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"Twofold Knowledge of the relative and the ultimate of differentiating dharmas" (hsi-fa
ch'üan-shih erh-chih tfrfeÄÄ—*) characterizes the manner of conceiving the Twofold
Truth of real existence as "differentiating dharmas". Chih-i stresses that illuminating
differences of the worldly phenomena is relative knowledge, and exhausting differences of
the worldly phenomena is ultimate knowledge.108

"Twofold Knowledge of embodying dharmas" (t'i-fa erh-chih fÉfë—*) characterizes the

manner of conceiving the Twofold Truth of the emptiness within illusory existence as

"embodying dharmas", which addresses forms as illusory existence and as identical to

emptiness. Chih-i explains that one embodies forms of the worldly phenomena as identical

to emptiness. The identification with forms is relative knowledge, and the identification with

emptiness is ultimate knowledge.109

107 For a discussion of the seven kinds ofthe Twofold Knowledge, see Mou Tsung-san, Fo-

hsingyü po-jo, pp. 665-671.
108 Hsüan-i, T. 33, p. 712a.

109 See ibid., p. 712b.
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iii. "Twofold Knowledge of embodying dharmas that contain the Middle Way" (t "i-fa han-

chung erh-chih fSa'â'cF' — I?) characterizes the manner of conceiving the Twofold Truth
of the illusory existence as empty and not empty as "embodying dharmas that contain the

Middle Way", which regards forms as illusory existence and are identical to both emptiness
and non-emptiness. This type ofthe Twofold Knowledge contains the Middle Way, which is

reflected in the view of affirming illusory existence as both emptiness and non-
emptiness.110

iv. "Twofold Knowledge of embodying dharmas that reveal the Middle Way" (t 'i-fa hsien-

chung erh-chih fi^feU^3 —*) characterizes the manner of conceiving the Twofold Truth
of illusory existence and all dharmas leaning toward emptiness and non-emptiness as

"embodying dharmas that reveal the Middle Way." This is to regard forms as illusory
existence and as identical to emptiness and non-emptiness and all dharmas tending toward

emptiness and non-emptiness. Chih-i declares that this type of the Twofold Knowledge
reveals the Middle Way, which is reflected in the view of regarding illusory existence and

all dharmas as emptiness and non-emptiness. '1 '

v. "Twofold Knowledge ofthe Separate" (pieh erh-chih ^ij^l?) penetrates the Twofold Truth
of the Separate Teaching that focuses on non-emptiness of existence. Non-emptiness entails
the bodhisattva's gradual practice, which is related to the bodhisattva's goal of liberating
others. Although the bodhisattva knows that the empirical world is empty, it adheres to the

view of non-emptiness, for the view of non-emptiness inspires the bodhisattva to enter the

mundane world to save others. '12

vi. "Twofold Knowledge of the Separate Teaching containing the Perfect" (pieh-han-yüan erh-

chih SlJ'â'BI—*) penetrates the Twofold Truth ofthe Separate by entering the Perfect

Teaching, which focuses on non-emptiness of all dharmas. This is to say that instead of
indicating gradual practices in the mundane world, the view of non-emptiness in this

category signifies an affirmation of the existence of all dharmas, seeing that all dharmas

contain the truth in Buddhism. '13

vii. The Twofold Knowledge of the Perfect (yuan erh-chih HIII*) penetrates the Twofold
Truth of the Perfect Teaching that emphasizes the identity between the Worldly Truth and

the Absolute Truth. This means that because the Relative Knowledge and the Ultimate

Knowledge belong to the Perfect Teaching and are identical to each other, the Twofold

Knowledge concerns within the Two Truths as the Perfect Teaching are also identical to

each other. '14

110 See ibid., p. 712b.

111 See/W«/.,p.712b-c.
112 See ibid, p. 712c.

113 See ibid., p. 712c.

114 See ibid., p. 712c.
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Chart 12: Seven kinds ofthe Twofold Knowledge penetrate seven views ofthe
Twofold Truth
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(4) Fourth, "knowledge is clarified in correspondence with the Threefold Truth"

(tui san-ti ming-chih HciELW^M^). In the discussion ofthe subtlety of objects,

objects as the Threefold Truth have been examined in terms of the "outflow of
defilement" (yu-lou W ÌS representing the Worldly Truth, "no-outflow of
defilement" (wu-lou MM) representing the Absolute Truth, and "neither outflow

nor no-outflow" (fei-yu lou fei-wu-lou A^^'MA^-MM) that represents the Middle

Way. In this context, Chih-i first discusses these three truths in terms of their
interaction with each other, whereby five categories of objects are established.

Secondly, he correlates these five categories of objects with knowledge, by
which five new categories of the Threefold Knowledge are construed.

i. The formation ofthe five categories of objects is parallel to Chih-i's interpretation of objects

as five kinds of Threefold Truth.

(1) In the first category of objects, the Middle Way is seen as penetrating the Absolute

Truth, for the former is complimentary to a better understanding of emptiness as the

Absolute Truth, from the perspective that the view of emptiness should not be attached to.

This Middle Way, along with the Worldly Truth and the Absolute Truth, formulates objects

as the Threefold Dharma. '15

(2) In the second category of objects, the Middle Way is seen as non-emptiness that

embraces all dharmas. With the view of non-emptiness, the bodhisattva enters the

provisional existence to save beings. This Middle Way along with the Worldly Truth and the

Absolute Truth form objects as the Threefold Dharma. '16

115 See ibid., p. 713c.

116 See ibid., p. 713c.
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(3) In the third category of object, the Middle Way is taken as the principle that transcends

the view of emptiness and the provisional. The Worldly Truth, the Absolute Truth, and the

Middle Way are not interrelated, and form objects as the Threefold Dharma. '17

(4) In this fourth category of object, the Middle Way is not only the principle that serves to
transcend emptiness and existence, but embraces both views of Emptiness and the

Provisional Existence, and is endowed with all dharmas. With this view of the Middle Way,
the bodhisattva enters the mundane world to liberate living beings. This Middle Way, along
with the Worldly Truth and the Absolute Truth form objects of the Threefold Dharma. '18

(5) In this fifth category of objects, not only the Middle Way functions to embrace all

dharmas, but also the Worldly Truth and the Absolute Truth. This means that any of these

truths can motivate the bodhisattva to enter the mundane world for the sake of helping
others, since the Worldly Truth contains the view of emptiness and the Middle Way; the

Absolute Truth contains the view of the provisional and the Middle Way; and the Middle

Way contains the view of emptiness and the provisional. '19

Chart 13: The formation of thefive categories ofobjects that is parallel to

Objects as five categories ofthe Threefold Truth
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ii. Next comes the formation of the five categories of the Threefold Knowledge. The above

five categories of objects are taken by Chih-i to elaborate the Threefold Knowledge. These

117 See ibid., p. 713c.

118 See ibid., p. 713c.

119 See ibid., p. 713c.
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three kinds of knowledge concern emptiness, the provisional, and the Middle Way
respectively, and are, thus, described as "knowledge of emptiness" (k'ung-chih 3?*) ofthe
srävaka, "knowledge of the provisional" (chia-chih fx * of the bodhisattva, and

"knowledge ofthe Middle Way" (chung-chih 41*) ofthe Buddha. The formation of each

of the following five categories of the Threefold Knowledge is derived from the different

types of correlation of these three kinds of knowledge. The five categories of the Threefold

Knowledge run parallel to the above-stated five categories of objects, indicating that the

former penetrates the latter.

(1) In this first category of knowledge, Chih-i explains how the Middle Way as emptiness in

the above first category of objects is conceived. This is to say that the knowledge of the

Middle Way (i.e., Universal Knowledge) is complementary to the knowledge of Emptiness

(i.e., All-Knowledge). This is because the knowledge ofthe Middle Way is related to one's

deep contemplation that the view of emptiness should not be attached to, i.e., emptiness is

also empty. The knowledge of the Middle Way means to enter the knowledge of
Emptiness.120

(2) In this second category of knowledge, Chih-i explains how the Middle Way as non-

emptiness is conceived in the above second category of objects. The knowledge of the

Middle Way is related to one's deep contemplation of emptiness from which one conceives

the view of non-emptiness, seeing that the empirical world temporarily exists. This non-

emptiness is termed by Chih-i as the storehouse of the tathâgata, and therefore, the

knowledge of non-emptiness is the "knowledge of the storehouse of the tathâgata" (ru-lai-
tsang chih $U ^5 M I? Skt. tathägatagarbhajhäna) that represents the Middle Way.
Therefore, the knowledge of the Middle Way in this category is replete with all dharmas,
because it represents non-emptiness, denoting the bodhisattva's involvement in the mundane

world.121

(3) In this third category, Chih-i explains how the Middle Way in the above third category
of objects is conceived. This means that the knowledge of the Middle Way concerns
transcendence to the knowledge of Emptiness and the knowledge of the Path (i.e.,

knowledge of the provisional). Therefore, the three kinds of knowledge are distinctively
different, and they do not enter each other.122

(4) In this fourth category, Chih-i explains how the Middle Way in the above fourth

category of objects is conceived. Thus, the Middle Way functions to embrace all dharmas,

indicating the bodhisattva's involvement in worldly affairs to save others. This aspect ofthe
Middle Way that indicates the bodhisattva's practice is termed by Chih-i as the "principle of
the storehouse ofthe tathâgata" (ru-lai-tsang li tßLfcMiS.). Chih-i states that the storehouse

knowledge of the tathâgata enters the knowledge of the Middle Way, and is posited

directing at two kinds of knowledge (i.e., knowledge of emptiness and knowledge of the

Path), forming the threefold knowledge."123 Furthermore, the principle ofthe storehouse of

120 See ibid, p. 713c.

121 See ibid., p. 713c.

122 See ibid, p. 714a.

123 See ibid, p. 713c.
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the tathâgata contains all dharmas, which is not the knowledge that directly manifests the

principle.124

(5) In this fifth category, Chih-i explains how the Threefold Truth in the above fifth category
of objects is conceived. This is to say that the Threefold Knowledge ofthe Perfect Teaching

(yuan san-chih H H I?) that refers the integration of emptiness, the provisional, and the

Middle Way penetrates the Threefold Truth.125

Chart 14: The formation of thefive categories ofthe Threefold Knowledge
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(5) Fifth, "knowledge is clarified in correspondence with One Truth" (tui i-ti
ming-chih f^—1$^^). This refers to the "knowledge of suchness" (ru-shih-
chih #PÄH?, Skt. tathäbhütajhäna), which incorporates all kinds of knowledge,
considering that it purely reflects one category of objects.126

In the above first part, Chih-i demonstrates that knowledge not only makes

objects manifest as truth, but is also the key element in penetrating objects as

truth. This asserts that four levels of knowledge that correspond to the Four

Teachings penetrate objects as four types of the Twelvefold Causality.
Knowledge of the four types of the Four Noble Truths penetrates objects as four
types of the Four Noble Truths. Seven kinds of the Twofold Knowledge
penetrate objects as seven views of the Twofold Truth. Five kinds of the

Threefold Knowledge penetrate objects as five types ofthe Threefold Truth. The

One Ultimate Knowledge penetrates objects as the One Truth. By such

penetration, five categories of knowledge are formed.
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124 See ibid., p. 714a.

125 See ibid., p. 714a.

126 See ibid., p. 714c.
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2. Various reflections ofknowledge correspond to various Objects (Chan-chuan

hsiang-chao tui-ching MWfflUlHia)

In this second part entitled "various reflections of knowledge correspond to

various objects",127 Chih-i further examines the above-stated five categories of
knowledge by correlating each of them with five categories of objects

respectively. By this correlation, Chih-i provides a scheme of knowledge that

can not only penetrate objects of the same categories, but can also penetrate
other categories of objects, from which the same reality they denote is

demonstrated. The five groups of correlation between knowledge and objects
discussed by Chih-i is similar to the five groups of correlation among various

categories of objects presented by Chih-i under the heading "discussing similarities

and differences of various categories of objects (lun chu-ching t'ung-i lauf
M M M) in his interpretation ofthe "subtlety of objects".128 By such a repetitive
correlation, the level of integration between knowledge and objects reaches its

depth. This is Chih-i's effort to display the same reality that knowledge and

objects share: objects as truth is what knowledge points to, and knowledge is

what can penetrate objects as truth. By revealing this same reality, Chih-i argues
that without knowledge, objects as truth cannot be penetrated, since knowledge
reflects objects as truth. On the other hand, without objects as truth, knowledge
cannot be sustained to be subtle, since the subtlety of knowledge can only be

verified by the subtlety of objects. The following is Chih-i's elaboration of five

groups of correlation between knowledge and objects.

(1) In the first group of correlation between knowledge and objects, knowledge
of the four types of the Four Noble Truths is correlated with the Ten Dharma-
realms and with the four types of the Twelvefold Causality. This is parallel to

the elaboration of objects as four types of the Four Noble Truths that are

correlated with Objects as the Ten Suchnesses, and with Objects as four types of
the Twelvefold Causality.

i. First, knowledge ofthe four types ofthe Four Noble Truths reflects the Ten Dharma-realms

(ssu-chung ssu-ti-chih chao shih-fa-chieh HaHH*fi?,+îÈlf-)- Like Objects as four types

of the Four Noble Truths that are divided into two groups in correlation with other

categories of Objects as truth, Knowledge ofthe four types ofthe Four Noble Truths is also

divided into two groups. Within each of these two groups, the Four Noble Truths are divided

127 See/tô/.,pp.714c-715b.
128 For details, see ibid, pp. 705b-707a.
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into two groups. Suffering and Accumulation are taken as one group, and the Path and

Extinction as another. On the other hand, Objects as the Ten Suchnesses in the Ten Dharma-

realms are divided into four groups: that of the six worlds, of the Two Vehicles, of the

bodhisattva, and ofthe Buddha.

(1) "Suffering and accumulation in the knowledge ofthe Four Noble Truths of origination
and extinction and of non-origination" (short for: neither origination nor extinction) reflect
the Ten Suchnesses ofthe six worlds, since both concern the origination of dharmas.129

(2) "The path and extinction in the knowledge of the Four Noble Truths of origination and

extinction and of non-origination" reflect the Ten Suchnesses of the Two Vehicles, since

both concern emptiness of existence.130

(3) "Suffering and accumulation in the knowledge of the Four Noble Truths of the

immeasurable and of non-function" reflect the Ten Suchnesses of the realm of the

bodhisattva, since both concern emptiness of existence as non-emptiness.131

(4) "The path and extinction in the knowledge ofthe Four Noble Truths ofthe immeasurable

and of non-function" reflect the Ten Suchnesses of the realm of the Buddha, since both are

the Middle Way of addressing the state of nirvana.132

Chart 15: Correspondence between Knowledge ofthe Four Noble Truths and
the Ten Dharma-realms
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Second, "knowledge of the four types of the Four Noble Truths reflects the four types of the

Twelvefold Causality" (ssu-chung ssu-ti-chih chao ssu-chung shih-erh yin-yüan Oli05$
*M23I1+— B&l): in this context, objects as four types ofthe Twelvefold Causality is

divided into two major types, that of the conceivable that belongs to the Tripitaka and the

Common Teachings, and that of the inconceivable that belongs to the Separate and the

129 See ibid., p. 714c.

130 See ibid, p. 714c.
131 See ibid., p. 714c.

132 See ibid., p. 714c.
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Perfect Teachings. However, within these two types, each of them is divided into origination
and extinction.

(1) "Suffering and accumulation in the knowledge ofthe Four Noble Truths of origination
and extinction and of non-origination" reflect the Twelvefold Causality of the Conceivable

in terms of origination, since both concern origination ofdharmas.133

(2) "Path and Eextinction in the knowledge of the Four Noble Truths of Origination and

extinction and of non-origination" reflect the Twelvefold Causality of the conceivable in

terms of extinction, since both concern extinction of dharmas.134

(3) "Suffering and accumulation in the knowledge of the Four Noble Truths of the

immeasurable and of non-function" reflect the Twelvefold Causality of the inconceivable in

terms of origination, since both belong to the supreme level of understanding reality as non-
emptiness.135

(4) "Path and extinction in the knowledge ofthe Four Noble Truths ofthe immeasurable and

of non-function" reflect the Twelvefold Causality of the inconceivable in terms of
extinction, since both are the Middle Way addressing the state of nirvana.136

Chart 16: Correlation between Knowledge ofthe Four Noble Truths andfour
types ofthe Twelvefold Causality
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(2) In the second group of correlations between knowledge and objects, seven

types of the Twofold Knowledge are correlated with the Ten Dharma-xealxns,
four types ofthe Twelvefold Causality, and four types ofthe Four Noble Truths.

i. "Seven kinds of the Twofold Knowledge reflect the Ten Dharma-realms" (ch 'i-chung erh-

chih chao shih-fa-chieh ~fcfl—*MAffi#?-). Like objects as seven views ofthe Twofold

133 See ibid., p. 714c.

134 See ibid., p. 714c.

135 See ibid., p. 714c.

136 See ibid., pp. 714c-715a.
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Truth that is spoken of in terms of the two groups (the Worldly Truth and the Absolute

Truth), seven kinds of the Twofold Knowledge are construed in terms of these two groups.
This implies that there are seven kinds of the relative knowledge, and there are seven kinds

of the ultimate knowledge. Both groups of knowledge reflect different kinds of the Ten

Dharma-realms respectively.

In terms ofthe seven kinds ofthe relative knowledge, they are divided into three groups.

(1) The relative knowledge in the first four kinds ofthe Twofold Knowledge reflects the Ten

Suchnesses ofthe six worlds, as both concern the existence and illusory existence.137

(2) In terms of the relative knowledge in the fifth and the sixth kinds of the Twofold

Knowledge, the aspect of existence reflects the Ten Suchnesses of the six worlds, as both

concern the view of illusory existence; and the aspect of emptiness reflects the Ten

Suchnesses ofthe Two Vehicles, as both of them concern the view of emptiness.138

(3) The relative knowledge in the last Twofold Knowledge of the Perfect Teaching reflects

the Ten Suchnesses in the nine-realms, as both concern the characteristics of all dharmas as

illusory existence and emptiness.139

In terms ofthe seven kinds ofthe ultimate knowledge, they are divided into five groups.

(1) The ultimate knowledge in the first two kinds of the Twofold Knowledge reflects the

Ten Suchnesses of the Two Vehicles, as both concern extinction of existence and emptiness

of illusory existence. 14°

(2) In terms of the ultimate knowledge in the third kind of the Twofold Knowledge, the

aspect of emptiness reflects the realm of the Two Vehicles, as both concern the view of
emptiness of existence; and the aspect of non-emptiness reflects the realm of the

bodhisattva, as both of them concern the view of non-emptiness of existence.141

(3) In terms of the ultimate knowledge in the fourth kinds of the Twofold Knowledge, the

aspect of emptiness reflects the realm of the Two Vehicles, as both concern the view of
emptiness of existence; and the aspect of non-emptiness reflects the realm of Buddha, as

both embrace all dharmas.142

(4) The ultimate knowledge in the fifth kind ofthe Twofold Knowledge reflects the realm of
the bodhisattva, as both concern the transcendence to the extreme views of either existence

or emptiness.143

137 See ibid.. p. 715a.

138 See ibid.. p. 715a.

139 See ibid., p. 715a.

140 See ibid.. p. 715a.

141 See ibid., p. 715a.

142 See ibid., p. 715a.

143 See ibid., p. 715a.
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(5) The ultimate knowledge in the sixth and seventh kind of Twofold Knowledge reflects the

realm ofthe Buddha, as both embrace all dharmas.144

Chart 17: Correspondence between the seven kinds of Twofold Knowledge and
the Ten Dharma-realms
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"Seven kinds of the Twofold Knowledge reflect four types of causality" (ch 'i-chung erh-

chih chao ssu-chung yin-yüan -bfï—§10SHic). The seven kinds ofthe Twofold

Knowledge and the four types of the Twelvefold Causality bear the same classification as

stated above. The relative knowledge and the ultimate knowledge in the seven kinds of the

Twofold Knowledge reflect four types of the Twelvefold Causality. In terms of the relative

knowledge in the seven kinds ofthe Twofold Knowledge,

(1) the first four kinds reflect the Twelvefold Causality of the conceivable in terms of
origination, since both concern existence and illusory existence.145

(2) In terms of the relative knowledge in the fifth and sixth kinds of Twofold Knowledge,
the aspect of illusory existence reflects the Twelvefold Causality of the conceivable in terms

of origination, as both concern the origination of dharmas as illusory existence.

144 See ibid., p. 715a.

145 See ibid., p. 715a.
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Here, the aspect of emptiness reflects the Twelvefold Causality of the conceivable in terms

of extinction. This is due to the fact that both concern the extinction of dharmas as the

emptiness of illusory existence.146 The relative knowledge in the last Twofold Knowledge
reflects the Twelvefold Causality of the conceivable in terms of origination and in terms of
extinction. This is because both concern the origination of dharmas as illusory existence and

the extinction of dharmas as emptiness of illusory existence.

In terms ofthe ultimate knowledge in the seven kinds ofthe Twofold Knowledge, Chih-i
does not mention the first two kinds of knowledge. By referring back to the correlation
stated between the seven views of the Twofold Truth and four types of the Twelvefold

Causality, we assume that:

(1) The first two kinds of knowledge should reflect the Twelvefold Causality of the

conceivable in terms of extinction, since both concern the extinction of existence.

(2) In terms of the ultimate knowledge in the third kind of Twofold Knowledge, the aspect

of emptiness reflects the Twelvefold Causality of the conceivable in terms of extinction, as

both concern the emptiness of illusory existence; the aspect of non-emptiness reflects the

Twelvefold Causality of the inconceivable in terms of extinction, as both concern the

emptiness of illusory existence as non-emptiness.147

(3) The ultimate knowledge in the last three kinds of the Twofold Knowledge reflect the

Twelvefold Causality of the inconceivable in terms of extinction, as both address the state of

146 See ibid., p. 715a.

147 See ibid., p. 715a.

148 See ibid., p. 715a.
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Chart 18: Correspondence between seven kinds ofthe Twofold Knowledge and

four types ofthe Twelvefold Causality
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"Seven kinds of the Twofold Knowledge reflect four types of the Four Noble Truths" (ch 7-

chung erh-chih chao ssu-chung ssu-ti -fell—*MBft[Z5fit). In this context, objects as the

four types of the Four Noble Truths have the same classification as the above. However, the

seven kinds of relative knowledge are divided into two groups, that of the first four kinds

and the last three kinds. The seven kinds of the ultimate knowledge are divided into two

groups, that ofthe first two kinds and the last five kinds.

In terms ofthe seven kinds of relative knowledge,

(1) the first four kinds of knowledge reflect "suffering and accumulation in the Four Noble

Truths of origination and extinction and of neither origination nor extinction," since both

concern the origination of dharmas as existence or illusory existence.149

(2) The last three kinds of knowledge reflect "suffering and accumulation in the Four Noble

Truths of the immeasurable and of non-function," since both concern the origination of
dharmas as illusory existence that are identical to emptiness.150

149 See ibid., p. 715a.

150 See ibid., p. 715a.
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Concerning the seven kinds of ultimate knowledge,

(1) the first two kinds of knowledge reflect the "path and extinction in the Four Noble

Truths of origination, extinction, and of neither origination nor extinction," since both

concern the extinction of existence.151 These two types ofthe Four Noble Truths are termed

by Chih-i as conceivable.

(2) The last five kinds of knowledge reflect the "path and extinction in the Four Noble
Truths ofthe immeasurable and of non-fiinction," since both address the state of nirvana.152

These two types ofthe Four Noble Truths are termed by Chih-i as inconceivable.

Chart 19: Correspondence between the seven kinds ofTwofold Knowledge and
thefour types ofthe Four Noble Truths
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(3) The third group correlates knowledge and objects. This is done through an

illustration of the five kinds of the Threefold Knowledge, which are spoken of in
terms of (i) five kinds of Knowledge of the Path, (ii) five kinds of All-Knowledge,

and (iii) five kinds of Universal Knowledge. Furthermore, they are

correlated with the Ten Dharma-xeaims, four types of the Twelvefold Causality,

151 See ibid., p. 715a.

152 See ibid., p. 715a
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four types of the Four Noble Truths, and seven views of the Twofold Truth

respectively.153

i. "Five categories of the Threefold Knowledge reflect on Ten Dharma-realms" (wu-chung
san-chih chao shih-fa-chieh £flH*MAäJf-). In this context,

(1) the knowledge ofthe path reflects the six worlds, because the former is the knowledge of
provisional existence that belongs to the Separate Teaching, and the provisional existence

further refers to the six worlds.154

(2) All-Knowledge reflects the realms of the Two Vehicles and the bodhisattva, because the

former is the knowledge of emptiness that belongs to the Common Teaching, and the

Common Teaching is the teaching of the Three Vehicles (srävaka, pratyekabuddha, and

bodhisattva).155

(3) Universal knowledge reflects the realms of the Buddha, because the former is the

knowledge of the Middle Way that belongs to the Perfect Teaching, and the Perfect

Teaching expresses nothing else but the Ultimate Truth of buddhahood.156

Chart 20: Correspondence between five categories ofthe Threefold Knowledge
and the Ten Dharma-realms
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"Five categories ofthe Threefold Knowledge reflect four types ofthe Twelvefold Causality"

(wu-chung san-chih chao ssu-chung shih-erh yin-yüan 5flH*MHSA—BM). In this

context,

(1) the knowledge ofthe path reflects the Twelvefold Causality ofthe conceivable in terms

of origination, since both concern the origination of dharmas in the provisional existence.157

153

154

155

156

157

This group of correlation is somewhat different from the correlation between objects as the

Threefold Truth and objects as the Ten Suchnesses, as the Twelvefold Causality, as the Four

Noble Truths, and as the Twofold Truth.

Hsüan-i, T. 33, p. 715a.

See ibid., p. 715a.

See ibid., p. 715a.

See ibid., p. 715a.
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(2) All-Knowledge reflects the Twelvefold Causality of the conceivable in terms of
extinction, and the Twelvefold Causality ofthe inconceivable in terms of origination.158

This is because All-Knowledge that belongs to the Common Teaching concerns both

emptiness and non-emptiness. The doctrine of emptiness indicates the extinction of dharmas

that is expressed by the Twelvefold Causality of the conceivable in terms of extinction; the

doctrine of non-emptiness concerns the bodhisattva's involvement in the mundane world in

saving beings, and therefore, is related to his inconceivable transformation of being reborn

in the world. This inconceivable transformation is expressed by the Twelvefold Causality of
the inconceivable in terms of origination.
(3) Universal knowledge reflects the Twelvefold Causality of the inconceivable in terms of
extinction, since the former concerns the state of buddhahood of non-action that does not

give rise to dharmas.159 This non-origination of things is expressed by the Twelvefold

Causality ofthe inconceivable in terms of extinction.

Chart 21: Correspondence between five categories ofthe Threefold Knowledge
andfour types ofthe Twelvefold Causality
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iii. The "five categories of the Threefold Truth reflect four types of the Four Noble Truths"

(wu-chung san-chih chao ssu-chung ssu-ti 3iliH|?M[S||llZ3i$).

(1) The knowledge ofthe path reflects "suffering and accumulation in the Four Noble Truths

of origination and extinction, and of non-origination."160 This is due to the fact that

knowledge concerns provisional existence, and the provisional existence refers to suffering
and the cause of suffering.
(2) All-knowledge reflects the "path and extinction in the Four Noble Truths of origination
and extinction and of non-origination." This is because as this knowledge concerns

emptiness, emptiness refers to dissolving suffering and reaching extinction. On the other

hand, All-knowledge as knowledge of emptiness reflects "suffering and accumulation in the

Four Noble Truths ofthe immeasurable and of non-function."161 This is because these two

types of truth that belong to the Separate and the Perfect Teachings are associated with the

158 See ibid., p. 715a.

159 See ibid., p. 715a.

160 See ibid., p. 715a.

161 See ibid., p. 715a.
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view of the emptiness of dharmas. For the bodhisattva of the Separate Teaching, his

involvement in the mundane world is based on the view of emptiness: even though he views

suffering and accumulation as bearing immeasurable marks, he knows that they are, by

nature, empty. For the bodhisattva ofthe Perfect Teaching, he knows that since dharmas are

fundamentally empty, suffering indicates mistaking nirväna as samsära, and accumulation
indicates mistaking bodhi-wisdom as affliction.
(3) Universal knowledge as the knowledge of the Middle Way reflects the "path and

extinction in the Four Noble Truths of the immeasurable and of no-function," since the

former concerns the state of nirväna of non-action that is described by the latter in terms of
reaching this state.162

Chart 22: Correspondence between five categories ofthe Threefold Knowledge
andfour types ofthe Four Noble Truths
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"Five categories of the Threefold Truth reflect seven views of the Twofold Truth" (wu-

chung san-chih chao ch 'i-chung erh-ti ULÏËH*M"t;ÏË—f$). In this context,

(1) knowledge ofthe path as the knowledge of provisional existence reflects the Worldly
Truth in the first four views ofthe Twofold Truth.163 This is because these four types ofthe
Worldly Truth concern existence and illusory existence, which is related to the knowledge
ofthe provisional existence.

(2) All-knowledge as knowledge of emptiness reflects Worldly Truth in the last three views

ofthe Twofold Truth and the Absolute Truth, in the first two views ofthe Twofold Truth.164

This is because what these three types of Worldly Truth and the two types of Absolute Truth

concern are illusory existence, or the extinction of real existence, or identifying illusory
existence with emptiness, and are related to the knowledge of Emptiness.

162 See ibid., p. 715a.

163 See ibid., p. 715b.

164 See ibid., p. 715b.
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(3) Universal Knowledge as the knowledge of the Middle Way reflects the Absolute Truth
in the last five views of the Twofold Truth, since the latter contains the view of the Middle
Way.165

Chart 23: Correspondence between five categories ofthe Threefold Knowledge
and seven views ofthe Twofold Truth
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(4) In the fourth group of correlation between knowledge and objects, the "one
Ultimate Knowledge" is correlated with various categories of subtle objects that

belong to the Perfect Teaching, since this knowledge concerns the Ultimate
Truth. With regard to "one Ultimate Knowledge of Suchness reflecting various
subtle truths" (i ju-shih-chih chao chu-miao-ti —jüflllü), Chih-i
points out that the One Knowledge concerning the Ultimate Truth reflects
various categories of objects that belong to the supreme understanding of the

truth:

The One Ultimate Knowledge of Suchness reflects the Ten Suchnesses, [such as suchness of
its] nature and [suchness of its] appearance, in the Buddha-realm. It also reflects the

Twelvefold Causality of the inconceivable. It also reflects the Four Noble Truths of no-
function. It also reflects the five kinds of Absolute Truth [in the five views of the Twofold

165 See ibid., p. 715b.
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Truth]. It also reflects five kinds ofthe Supreme Truth ofthe Middle Way [in the five kinds

ofthe Threefold Truth].166

(5) In the fifth and also the last group of correlation between knowledge and

objects, "knowledge of the no-truth" is correlated with various categories of
subtle objects.

"Knowledge of no truth reflects no-truth that is indescribable" (wu-ti-chih
chao wu-ti wu-shuo $S§|gM$&R$$Sa£) is, according to Chih-i, the last type of
knowledge in terms of no-truth and as such indescribable. Correspondingly, it
reflects "objects as no-truth that is unconceivable." This marks the state of
buddhahood. Chih-i says:

No-truth and non-speech are correlated with the [Ten] Suchnesses, [such as suchness of its]

appearance and [suchness of its] nature, in the Ten [Dharma-realms], the Twelvefold

Causality of [neither origination nor] extinction of the inconceivable, the four kinds of non-

origination and non-origination, the Absolute Truth of no-speech, and the Middle Way of
neither birth-death nor nirvana.161

The above is the description of the second category of the Ten Subtleties,

"subtlety of knowledge". Chih-i first presents the twenty kinds of knowledge
that are derived from different types of practice, and are characterized by their
different functions. These twenty kinds of knowledge can be classified into four

groups belonging to the Four Teachings (Tripitaka, Common, Separate, and

Perfect). As knowledge concerns objects as truth, those four groups of
knowledge can reflect each category of objects as truth that are also classified

into four types. This is to say that knowledge of the Tripitaka Teaching reflects
the way of understanding the truth belonging to the Tripitaka Teaching.

Knowledge of the Common Teaching reflects the way of understanding the truth

belonging to the Common Teaching. Knowledge of the Separate Teaching
reflects the way of understanding the truth belonging to the Separate Teaching.

Knowledge of the Perfect Teaching reflects the way of understanding the truth

belonging to the Perfect Teaching. Since these four groups of knowledge
indicate four different levels of understanding the truth, the knowledge
belonging to the Tripitaka, Common, and Separate Teachings are considered by
Chih-i as relative and coarse, and knowledge belonging to the Perfect Teaching
is ultimate and subtle. This is because the relative knowledge is the expedient

166 See ibid., p. 715b.

167 See ibid., p. 715b.
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means that serves to enable beings to obtain the ultimate knowledge of the

Buddha.

Since knowledge manifests objects as truth, knowledge is further differentiated

by Chih-i with its reference to various categories of objects as truth. That

is, the four groups of knowledge corresponding to the Four Teachings are

specified in the context of each category of objects, whereby knowledge
assumes the name of objects it attaches itself to. For example, when knowledge is

elaborated with reference to objects as the Four Noble Truths, knowledge of the

Tripitaka Teaching assumes the name of the "knowledge of the Four Noble
Truths of origination and extinction" (sheng-mieh ssu-ti chih ^ËMHs^g);
knowledge of the Common Teaching assumes the name of the "knowledge of
the Four Noble Truths of neither origination nor extinction" (wu-sheng-mieh
ssu-ti chih ^zEMHi^fg); knowledge ofthe Separate Teaching assumes the

name of the "knowledge of the Four Noble Truths of the immeasurable" (wu-

liang ssu-ti chih ffîSHf^g); and knowledge ofthe Perfect Teaching assumes

the name of the "knowledge of the Four Noble Truths of non-function" (wu-tso
ssu-ti chih ffîf£0B$g). By elaborating on knowledge with the five categories

of objects as truth, five new categories of knowledge are formed, such as the

"knowledge on the four types of Twelvefold Causality" (ssu-chung shih-erh yin-
yüan chih 0111 + —Hiltg "knowledge on the four types of Four Noble
Truths" (ssu-chung ssu-ti chih HUHfSg), "seven kinds of Twofold Knowledge"

(ch'i-fa erh-chih -h#~g), "five kinds of Threefold Knowledge" (wu-

chung san-chih jEflHg), and the "one Ultimate Knowledge" (i shih-chih M
g). Each category of knowledge has four classifications that contain the name

of each of the four classifications of each category of objects. With the specific

names assumed by different groups of knowledge, the scheme as to which

category of knowledge is penetrating which category of objects as truth becomes

transparent. Finally, Chih-i elaborates these five new categories of knowledge by
correlating each of them with various categories of objects. By doing so, each

category of knowledge is no longer limited to only penetrating its corresponding
objects, but is expanded to penetrate other categories of objects as well. For

instance, five kinds of Threefold Knowledge not only penetrate objects as the

Threefold Truth, but also penetrate objects as the Ten Suchnesses, the Twelvefold

Causality, the Four Noble Truths, and as the Twofold Truth. This scheme of
correlation between knowledge and objects runs parallel to the correlation

among various categories of objects. This is Chih-i's effort to demonstrate that

knowledge and objects are as one: without knowledge, objects as truth cannot be
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penetrated and manifested; without objects as truth, knowledge cannot be

verified and becomes subtle.

III. Conclusion

In his discourse on the subtlety of knowledge, Chih-i divides twenty kinds of
knowledge into four groups under the heading of the Fourfold Teaching. First,
the group of knowledge that belongs to the Tripitaka Teaching is basically
characterized as the srävaka knowledge, with which the phenomenal world is

considered as the real existence, and only through analysis and differentiation is

the truth of emptiness perceived. One must note that, in this group, although all
Three Vehicles (srävaka, pratyekabuddha, and bodhisattva) are confined in the

same framework of perception of "analyzing dharmas", the aspect of their

knowledge is different due to their focus of practice. The srävaka focuses on

practicing the five methods of mind-cessation, the four types of mindfulness,

assimilating the Four Noble Truths, and theoretical acquiescence in and direct
intuition of the Four Noble Truths. The pratyekabuddha focuses on the practice
of understanding the Twelve Links of Dependent Origination in terms of the

three periods of time: the past, present, and future. The bodhisattva focuses on

practicing the Six Perfections.

Second, the group of knowledge that belongs to the Common Teaching is

basically characterized as the bodhisattva's knowledge, stating that the phenomenal

world is perceived empty as it is, without having to differentiate it until
nothing is left. Therefore, in this group, although all Three Vehicles (srävaka,
pratyekabuddha, and bodhisattva) are confined in the same framework of
perception as "embodying dharmas", the aspect of their knowledge is still
different due to the focus of their practice. The srävaka perceives emptiness by
embodying suffering and the cause of suffering (which is the core element of the

Four Noble Truths), and the pratyekabuddha perceives emptiness by embodying
cause or effect of the Twelve Links of Dependent Origination in the three

periods of time. For the bodhisattva, however, embodying dharmas to perceive
emptiness as the Absolute Truth is not the ultimate goal, but is only an expedient
means of preventing himself from being deluded by the provisional while
motivating him to enter the mundane world to save living beings.

Third, the group of knowledge that belongs to the Separate Teaching is

characterized as purely the bodhisattva's knowledge. In it, four stages of bodhi-
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sattva practice containing fifty-two stages of accomplishment characterize four

types of knowledge.
Fourth, the group of knowledge that belongs to the Perfect Teaching is

characterized purely as the disciples of the Perfect Teaching. Four kinds of
knowledge indicate four stages of attainment.

In short, the groups of knowledge of the Tripitaka and the Common

Teaching concern perceiving the truth of Emptiness, and the groups of
knowledge of the Separate and the Perfect Teaching concern perceiving the truth
of the Middle Way. Thus, though the bodhisattva of the Common, the Separate,
and the Perfect Teaching aim at worldly affairs in saving beings, their
accomplishment differs greatly in terms of penetrating truth. For Chih-i, emptiness as

the Absolute Truth is one-sided, for it does not confirm the validity of the
provisional existence. On the other hand, the bodhisattva of the Separate Teaching
is able to attain the conception of the Middle Way by focusing on the aspect of
the provisional existence. Nevertheless, Chih-i still regards the Middle Way in
the Separate Teaching as not yet being perfect, for the aspect of emptiness and

that of the provisional are not identified with each other. The bodhisattva,
bearing the truth of emptiness in mind, enters the provisional existence to fulfill
his task to liberate living being. Thus, although the Middle Way in the Separate

Teaching contains both aspects of emptiness and the provisional, these two

aspects are separate entities. The Middle Way in the Perfect Teaching however
identifies emptiness with the provisional. Middle Way indicates that emptiness is

simultaneously the provisional, and the provisional is simultaneously emptiness.
Both aspects of emptiness and the provisional are inseparable. For Chih-i, this

type ofthe Middle Way is Ultimate Reality.
Moreover, these four groups of the twenty kinds of knowledge are taken to

illuminate various objects as objective reality or truth, through which objects are

displayed by knowledge, and through which knowledge is gathered in by
objects. This indicates that illumination is a type of interaction that conveys the

complimentary relationship between knowledge and objects (based on the identity

between knowledge and objects). Knowledge and objects of the same

category influence each other through interactive illumination. When objects are

illuminated by knowledge, the depth of objects is displayed. This in turn
confirms the subtlety of knowledge. If one assumes that objects (as the objective
reality) constitute a sort of "silent language" (i.e., a system of signs that is

illegible), then it is knowledge that reveals its structure, making it legible.
To do so, Chih-i first introduces a classification of twenty kinds of

knowledge in order to illuminate the following objects:
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- Objects as the Ten Suchnesses.

- Objects as the four types ofthe Twelvefold Causality.

- Objects as the four types ofthe Four Noble Truths.

- Objects as the Twofold Truth.

- Objects as the Threefold Truth.

- Objects as the One Truth.

After these categories of knowledge have been exposed to illuminate various

related objects, objects are merged into knowledge, and become knowledge as

well. This process is termed "transformation" (chuan $$) of objects. In addition,

we may say that knowledge is included in objects in that this knowledge
becomes as subtle as objects, since they are integrated as one reality. If objects
as truth is the final goal to be realized, knowledge allows one to attain this

realization. However, in Chih-i's view, knowledge ought to be evaluated in
terms of subtle or coarse, if different understandings of truth are spoken of in

terms of subtle or coarse. The subtle objects as the full truth, or the coarse

objects as the partial truth, that one realizes are the result of the kind of knowledge

one possesses. It is knowledge that determines the type of truth that one

can reach. Simultaneously, objects provide a final evaluation to the related

knowledge. The state of truth one realizes determines whether or not knowledge
is subtle. This is judged in terms of whether or not knowledge and objects are

integrated into one reality. If objects are transformed by being included in

knowledge, then objects are subtle, and render knowledge subtle as well.
In the light of this analysis, Chih-i speaks of knowledge and objects

illuminating each other. The relationship between objects and knowledge
indicates their inseparable interconnection. Knowledge is only proved to be

subtle when the subtle objects as true reality is revealed by it. Objects are only
subtle when they can be transformed by and integrated with knowledge. If
objects are not transformed as a part of knowledge, this knowledge remains

coarse. Chih-i explains the significance of this transformation concerning the

knowledge ofthe four types ofthe Twelvefold Causality:

The four levels of knowledge [srävakas, pratyekabuddhas, bodhisattvas, and Buddhas]

illuminate objects as the four types [of the Twelvefold Causality]. If objects are not

transformed, its related knowledge is coarse. [If] objects as the four types [ofthe Twelvefold

Causality] are transformed into subtle objects, the coarse knowledge at once becomes the

subtle knowledge.168

168 See/tó/.,p.711b~c.
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Furthermore, this new category of knowledge that is formed from the mutual

integration between the above described knowledge and objects, in turn
illuminates the five categories of Objects as the following chart shows:

(1) The knowledge ofthe four types ofthe Twelvefold Causality illuminates

I
Ten Dharma-realms

(2) The knowledge of the four types of the Four Noble Truths illuminates

i
Ten Dharma-realms, four types ofthe Twelvefold Causality

(3) The knowledge ofthe seven views ofthe Twofold Truth illuminates

i
Ten Dharma-realms, four types ofthe Twelvefold Causality, four types ofthe

Four Noble Truth

(4) The knowledge ofthe five kinds ofthe Threefold Truth illuminates

I
Ten Dharma-realms, four types ofthe Twelvefold Causality, four types ofthe

Four Noble Truths, seven views ofthe Twofold Truth

(5) The knowledge ofthe No-truth with No-speech illuminates

i
Ten Suchnesses, Twelvefold Causality ofthe inconceivable, Four Noble Truths

of neither origination nor extinction, Absolute Truth with no-speech, Middle
Way of neither birth-death nor nirväna.

The correlation between knowledge and objects is important, because it conveys
that these two are complimentary to each other. Without knowledge, objects
cannot be perceived, for the former is concerned with the latter. Without objects,
knowledge cannot become subtle, for the validity of the latter can only be

verified by the former. Interestingly enough, the five groups of correspondence
between knowledge and objects are similar to the five groups of correspondence
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among various objects stated above in the "unfolding and folding of various

objects".169

These two groups of correspondence of similar type seem to be repetitious,
but in our view, this repetition is significant too. It provides evidence that, even

though knowledge and objects are two separate categories under discussion, they
are actually inextricably related to one another, and are two aspects of one

inseparable unity. The various aspects of illumination contain a three-step

process. First, it is to contemplate objects with knowledge. Second, by this

contemplation, both knowledge and objects are merged and a new category of
knowledge is formed in terms of objects. Third, this new knowledge again
illuminates various objects, through which the correspondence between knowledge

and objects ofthe same category is further established. Since knowledge is

used to guide the attainment of truth, the soteriological and practical
implications of this correspondence become evident. Among various kinds of knowledge,

undoubtedly the last knowledge of the no-truth with no-speech can guide
one to reach the ultimate goal of buddhahood, for all objects that are

contemplated by this knowledge belong to the Perfect Teaching, such as objects as

the Twelvefold Causality of neither origination nor extinction of the

inconceivable, objects as the Absolute Truth of no-speech, and objects as the Middle
Way of neither birth-death nor nirvana.

To sum up, the significance of Chih-i's theory of knowledge as discussed in
his Hsüan-i may, in my opinion, be concluded in five aspects. First, by
establishing twenty categories of knowledge that are classified into four groups,
all theories of knowledge in Buddhism are included and comprehensively scrutinized.

Second, through four classifications, Chih-i's classification of knowledge
functions as the guideline of penetrating objects as truth that is also classified
into four. Third, by presenting four groups of knowledge in penetrating four

types of understanding the truth, beings of all faculties are able to find their own
place of attaining the truth with different levels of knowledge. Thus, all types of
knowledge are confirmed to be valid in terms of leading beings to attain truth.

Fourth, by presenting the last four types of knowledge that belong to the Perfect

Teaching, Chih-i offers us the ultimate knowledge in reaching the Middle Way
as the Ultimate Truth. Fifth, by illuminating various objects as truth with various

categories of knowledge, Chih-i portrays an interconnective scheme of truth and

169 Readers may compare the chart on the five types of correspondence among various objects

(see Shen, "Objects as Truth are Subtle: Chih-i's Theory of Truth," pp. 434), with the above

chart on the five groups of correspondence between knowledge and objects.
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knowledge, with which soteriological and practical features of attaining truth
with knowledge are presented. With these five aspects, Chih-i's theory of knowledge

serves to establish a systematization of knowledge concerning objects as

truth in Buddhism.

IV. Glossary of Key Terms

iif; Skt., trsnä(desire)
A-luo-han MW§,; Skt., arhatphala (arhat)
A-na-han ^Wi$ (Skt., anägämin) (the one who will no longer return to this samsaric world)
Chan-chuan hsiang-chao tui-ching I M fi i H 1 (various reflections of knowledge

corresponding to objects)
Chen-ti MM; Skt.,paramärthasatya (Absolute Truth)
Ch 'en-hui PjLil; Skt., dvesa (enmity or anger)
Chi Ma% ; Skt., samudayasatya (accumulation; truth ofthe cause of suffering)
Ch'i-chung erh-chih chao shih-fa-chieh "tili—*MA£feJf- (seven kinds ofthe twofold know¬

ledge reflect on the Ten Dharma-realms)

Ch'i-chung erh-chih chao ssu-chung ssu-ti -til—*MHIiE3i$ (seven kinds ofthe twofold

knowledge reflect on the four types of the Four Noble Truths)

Ch'i-chung erh-chih chao ssu-chung yin-yüan -fcfjt—*fi?,[2]8H&S (seven kinds ofthe twofold

knowledge reflect on the four types ofthe causality)
Ch 'i-hsien-wei -bHU (Seven Worthy Positions)
Ch 'i-sheng-wei -fcWfà. (Seven Saintly Positions)
Chia fix; Skt.,prajnapti (the provisional as the conventional existence)
Chia-chih f[x* (knowledge ofthe provisional)
Chieh-nei-li If-1*1 S (principle within the three realms)
Chieh-nei-shih If- F*3 (ï (phenomenal appearances within the three realms)
Chieh-nei-wai shih-li ft- ft ^hVS (phenomenal appearances or the principle within or beyond the

three realms)

Chieh-t'uo-tao MJUM; Skt., vimuktimärga (path to liberation)
Chieh-wai-li ##hä (principle beyond the three realms)
Chieh-wai-shih IfAb^P- (facts beyond the three realms)
Chien M. (insight)
Chien fei chih M.#^P (insight without knowledge)
Chih * (knowledge or intuition)
Chih £n (knowledge)
Chih fei chien kttA^M* (knowledge without insight)
Chih miao *$> (subtlety of knowledge)

Ching M; Skt., sütra (the teaching ofthe Buddha)

Ching nf (quiescence)

Ching miao ^tlP (subtlety of objects)
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Chiu-chieh-t'uo fiMf& (nine types of liberation)
Chiu-wu-ai flM$k (nine types of non-hindrance)
Chüan-shu miao #Ä# (subtlety of retinues)
Chüeh-liao ìp\ T (to make known the Three Vehicles as expedient means)
Ch u 3S(; Skt., upädäna (attachment)
Ch uan fll (relative)
Ch 'üan-shih erh-chih fllllf—* (twofold knowledge ofthe relative and ofthe ultimate)
Ch'u K; Skt., sparsa (contact)
Ch 'u Hj (transcendence)

Chung 4" (the Middle Way)
Chung-chih 41 * (knowledge of a middle level)
Chung-chlh-kuan cr1*îl (contemplation with the knowledge of a middle Level)
Chung-jen 41 S (acquiescence of a middle level)
Erh-shengp 'u-sa —^#® (bodhisattva ofthe Two Vehicles)
Erh-shih-chih chao erh-ti ching ~-f-*R8—H^ (twenty kinds of knowledge
reflect on objects as the Twofold Truth)
Erh-shih-chih chao i-shih-tl —A*M—Hflf (twenty kinds of knowledge reflect

on objects as the one Ultimate Truth)
Erh-shih-chih chao san-ti —A*MH|$ (twenty kinds of knowledge reflect on

objects as the Threefold Truth)
Erh-shih-chih chao shih-ju LZA*MA#tli& (twenty kinds of knowledge reflect on objects as the

Ten Suchnesses)

Erh-shih-chih chao ssu-chung shih-erh yin-yüan ching - +WM0S +-ÏS1 (twenty
categories of knowledge reflect on objects as the four types ofthe Twelvefold Causality)

Erh-shih-chih chao ssu-chung ssu-ti ching —A*M08Hb$Jä (twenty kinds of knowledge
reflect on objects as the four types ofthe Four Noble Truths)

Erh-shih-chih wu-ti wu-chao —A*itti$, MM (twenty kinds of knowledge reflect on the no

truth and no illumination)
Erh-ti —sit; Skt., satyadvaya (Twofold Truth)
Fa-yen y£i!l; Skt., dharmacaksus (dharma-eye)
Fei-ch'ang A^ê-% (no-permanence)

Fei-hsiangfei-fei-hsiang ch 'u ^ffiAM^ffilH (place of neither conception nor non-conception)
Fel-wo 3ÈA; Skt., anätman (no-selfhood)
Fo-yen ttBI; Skt., buddhacaksus (Buddha-eye)
Ken-yüan li-tun ftt.Hfij#t (dull or sharp faculties)

Hsi-fa ju-k'ung DîfeAïr! (emptiness is attained by analyzing and differentiating dharmas until

nothing substantial is left)
Hsia-chih T* (knowledge of a lower level)
Hsia-chih-kuan T*tH (contemplation with the knowledge of a lower level)

Hsia-jen TS> (acquiescence of a lower level)
Hsing ff; Skt., samskâra (volitional activity)
Hsing miao 'Üty (subtlety ofpractice)
Hsü-t'o-huan JIKài. (Skt., srotäpannaphala) (stream winner with seven more rebirths)

Hua-fa ssu-chiao ftfeHS (Four Teachings of Conversion)
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Hua-t 'a ch 'üan-shih ftfEÄÄ (the relative and ultimate transformation of others)

Huan-yu i-ch'ieh ch'ü k'ung-pu-k'ung erh-ti ÖW-ttfiiSi^-S?—W (the Two Truths ofthe Illu¬

sory Existence, all tending toward Emptiness and No-emptiness)

Huan-yu-k'ung erh-ti &JWS—ffi (the Two Truths ofthe emptiness of illusory existence)

Huan-yu-k'ung i-ch'ieh ch'ü-yu ch'ü-k'ung ch'ü-pu-yupu-k'ung OW^ —tJJÊtâ^ ES, M
A-W^f-Sï (the Twofold Truth ofthe illusory existence and emptiness, all dharmas tending
toward existence, emptiness, and neither existence nor emptiness)

Huan-yu k'ung-pu-k'ung erh-ti iOWS^-S—s$ (the Two Truths ofthe illusory existence as

empty and not empty)

Huan-yu-wu pu-yu pu-wu erh-ti QWffiA ^-W^IS—s$ (the Two Truths of illusory existence

and emptiness, and neither existence nor emptiness)

Hui-yen SIB; Skt., prajhäcaksus (wisdom-eye)
I-ch 'ieh chih —W^; Skt., sarvajhäna (All-Knowledge)
I-ch 'ieh-chung chih —ttH*; Skt., sarvathäjhäna (Universal Knowledge)
I-chih i-chien ^F^P^M- (Knowledge and Insight)
I-hsin san-kuan —>l>jzîtS (threefold contemplation in one thought)

I ju-shih-chih chao chu-miao-ti —$DW*MIS#o$ (one Ultimate Knowledge of Suchness re¬

flecting on various subtle truths)
I-nien ch "ih-hsin —fè.M'Ù (ignorance is the product of a weak mind)
Jen-fa M-;li.; Skt., ksänti (acquiescence)

Jo-yen I^JBB; Skt., märnsacaksus (material eye)

Ju tu (suchness)

Ju-lai-tsang chih ÌP3)5jR|?; Skt., tathägatagarbhajhäna (knowledge ofthe storehouse ofthe
Tathâgata)

Ju-lai-tsang li ÌWMW.M (principle ofthe storehouse ofthe Tathâgata)
Ju-shih-chih #Pltf*; Skt., tathäbhütajhäna (Knowledge of Suchness)

Ju-shih-hsiang inëffi (suchness of appearance)

Ju-shih-hsiang chih-men AUffiiPI (entering the door ofthe Ultimate Truth)
Ju-shih-hsing #PtII'I4 (suchness of nature)
Ju-shih-kuo $P^H(suchness of effects)
Ju-shih-li tüikf] (suchness of power)
Ju-shih-pao $PêS (suchness of retributions)
Ju-shih pen-mo chiu-ching teng $Pê^^5ÏA^ (suchness of beginning-and-end-ultimately-

alike)
ju-shih-t 'i ÌB ëlf (suchness of substance)

Ju-shih-tso JPlkfE (suchness of function)
Ju-shih-yin #P;HI3 (suchness of causes)

Ju-shih-yüan &P *â£Jc (suchness of conditions)
K'ai-ts'u hsien-miao WffâiW.%' (opening the coarseness and revealing the subtlety)
K'ai-ts'u-chih hsien-miao-chih f«iffl.*isf#j>* (opening the coarse knowledge and revealing the

subtle knowledge)

K'ai-ts'u-yen wei-miao-yen H^fiBBS^iB (opening the coarse eyes and transforming them into
subtle eyes)

Kan-ying miao HEttMtyP (subtlety of empathy and response)
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K'u-ti ^W; Skt., duhkhasatya (truth of suffering)
K'u-fa-jen ^'iiiS, (acquiescence in the truth of suffering)
Kuan fa-wu-wo Hfe2ffif!c; Skt., dharmasmrtyupasthäna (dharmas have no independent reality in

themselves)
Kuan hsin-wu-ch'ang WL'Ùfà'fâ; Skt., cittasmrtyupasthäna (observing the mind being imper¬

manent)
Kuan shen-pu-ching WLM^Ì^>; Skt., käyasmrtyupasthäna (observing the body being impure)
Kuan shou-shih-k'u ttSSJkli?; Skt., vedanäsmrtyupasthäna (observing sensation as suffering)

Kuang-shih chu-ching /StSIrS^ (a wide-ranging interpretation of various categories of objects)

K'ung 5?; Skt., sünya (emptiness as non-substantiality of things)
K'ung-chih 3?* (knowledge of emptiness)

Kung-te li-i miao tyUMtiHty/ (subtlety of merit and benefit)
Lao-ssu ^^E; Skt., jarämarana (old age-and-death)

Li M (principle)
Li Wi (departure)

Liu-ju AA; Skt., sadâyatana (six senses or six fields)
Lü W; Skt., vinaya (discipline)
Lun ifmt; Skt., abhidharma (commentaries on Buddhist doctrines)
Miao t& (subtlety)

Miao-fa lien-hua ching hsüan-i Wkì£1xM.~£Wk (The Profound Meaning ofthe Lotus Sütra)
Mieh mW; Skt., nirodhasatya (extinction; truth ofthe extinction of suffering)
Ming-se ^51Ëi; Skt., nämarüpa (name-and-form)

Nei-fan ft/i (Ordinary Rank of a Higher Level)
Nien-fo kuan rèftïE (contemplation of being mindful of Buddha)

Nuan-fa wei JSt'iiiÎL; Skt., ûsmagata (Position of Heat)
Pa-chih A*; Skt., astajhäna (eight kinds of knowledge)
Pa-jen AS; Skt., astaksänti (eight types of acquiescence)
P'an ts 'u-miao ^lJ!§#$ (judging the coarseness or subtlety)
Pieh-chiao Sllft (Separate Teaching)
Pieh-chiao shih-hsin MWEr^M (Ten Faiths ofthe Separate Teaching)

Pieh-hsiang nien-ch 'u Mfà&IÈL (Four Types ofthe Mindfulness are practiced individually)
Pieh-ju-t'ung S'JAifi (the Separate Teaching entering the Common Teaching)
Pu-chih pu-chien ^F^P^M, (no knowledge and no insight)
Pu-ching kuan ^'i$WL (contemplation of impurity)
Pu-ssu-i pu-shengpu-mieh shih-erh yin-yüan ^Säü^^tAiÄA—Hü (Twelvefold Causality of

neither origination nor extinction of the inconceivable)
Pu-ssu-i sheng-mieh shih-erh yin-yüan ^,Ssi:îÉî$(~r'^H£Jc (Twelvefold Causality of origina¬

tion and extinction of the inconceivable)
San-chung ch'üan-shih Hfllflljlfll* (three kinds ofthe Twofold Knowledge ofthe relative and

of the ultimate)
San-fa miao EJtìsMy (Subtlety ofthe Threefold Dharma)
San-luan tftiL; Skt., viksepa (scatteredness and disorder)
San-shih-erh Hsin H-f-^'lj (thirty-two types of contemplation ofthe Four Noble Truths)

Shang-chih _h* (knowledge of a higher level)
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Shang-jen JtS (acquiescence of a higher level)

Shang-shang-chih AA* (knowledge of a supreme level)
Shang-chih-kuan _h!?fS (contemplation with the knowledge of a higher level)
Shang-shang-chih-kuan _hJ:*H! (contemplation with the knowledge of a supreme level)

Shen-t'ung miao WMM> (subtlety of supra-mundane powers)
Sheng S.; Skt., jäti (rebirth)
Sheng S (origination)
Sheng-mieh Ssu-ti Ë£AHn$ (Four Noble Truths of origination and extinction)
Sheng-wen p'u-t'i 8B3Hü (enlightenment ofthe srävaka)
Shih ISÈ; Skt., vijhäna (consciousness)
Shih 1| (ultimate)
Shih-chih tft* (mundane knowledge)
Shih-ti Wffi; Skt., samvrtisatya (Worldly Truth)
Shih di-i-ifa tttH—Hfe; Skt., laukikâgradharma (highest mundane dharma)
Shih-yu (fW (Real Existence)
Shou S; Skt., vedanä (sensation)

Shu-hsi kuan W.UM, (contemplation of counting breaths)

Shuo-fa miao a&'ìì.$!y (Subtlety of Expounding the Dharma)
Ssu-chiao-i WÊ.& (Four Teachings)

Ssu-chung ssu-ti-chih chao ssu-chung shih-erh yin-yüan H110!$*M US SA—H
m (knowledge ofthe four types ofthe Four Noble Truths reflects on the four types of
the Twelvefold Causality)
Ssu-i pu-sheng pu-mieh shih-erh yin-yüan /SiuAaiA-AA — Hit (Twelvefold Causality of

neither origination nor extinction ofthe conceivable)
Ssu-i sheng-mieh shih-erh yin-yüan SSI4ÎS+—0H (Twelvefold Causality of origination and

extinction of the conceivable)
Ssu-kuo HS; Skt., calvariphaläni (Four Fruitions)
Ssu-kuo chih 0H* (knowledge ofthe Four Fruitions)
Ssu-nien-ch 'u Bj^jll; Skt., catväri smrtyupasthänäni (four types of mindfulness)
Ssu-shan-ken HÏJS; Skt., nirvedhabhâgîya (four wholesome factors)
Ssu-shan-ken chih H#IS* (knowledge ofthe four wholesome factors)

Ssu-sheng-ti HI= ffi; Skt., catväri äryasatyänl (Four Noble Truths)
Ssu Shih-hsin-chih ES+'kl? (knowledge ofthe four types ofthe Ten Minds)
Ssu-tao ESiSI; Skt., viparyäsacatuska (four attachments or four distortions)
Ssu-t'o-han MW>i$; Skt., sakrdägämiphala (once-returner)

T'an-yü -ffffll; Skt., râga (covetousness)
Tao iE; Skt., märgasatya (the path; truth ofthe path leading to the extinction of suffering)

Tao-chung chih iËft*; Skt., märgajhäna (knowledge ofthe path)

T'i-faju-k'ung fftìrAS (Emptiness is attained by embodying dharmas)

T'ien-yen AIB; Skt., divyacaksus (heavenly eye)

Ting-chu lift (abiding in summit)

Ting-fa lift; Skt., mürdhan (summit)

Ting-t'ui Tffil (retrogressing from the summit)
Tsang-chiao WMl (Tripitaka Teaching)
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Tsung-lun chu-chih lëawl#* (a general discussion of various kinds of knowledge)

Tui-ching lun-chih ftiseÉ* (knowledge is elaborated corresponding to objects)
Tui erh-ti-ching ming-chih |>f—ffi^OM^ (knowledge is clarified in correspondence with objects

as the Twofold Truth)
Tui i-ti ming-chih fi—ffiBM%a (knowledge is clarified in correspondence with the One Truth)
Tui san-ti ming-chih f^HfS^* (knowledge is clarified in correspondence with the Threefold

Truth)
Tui ssu-chung shih-erh yin-yüan ming-chih I-fHttA—HHi&BJi* (knowledge is clarified in

correspondence with objects as the four types ofthe Twelvefold Causality)
Tui ssu-chung ssu-ti-ching ming-chih f-j" 0 Ii 0 ffi ±a HJI * (knowledge is clarified in cor¬

respondence with objects as the four types ofthe Four Noble Truths)

T'ung-chiao MMl (Common Teaching)

Tzu-hsing ch uan-shih § fTflUf (relative and ultimate of self-cultivation)
Tzu-hsing hua-t'a ch'üan-shih S AGAMIA (relative and ultimate of self-cultivation and trans¬

forming others)
Tz u-pei kuan S3BIS (contemplation of kindness and compassion)

Tsung-hsiang nien-ch 'u ISSffl^lB (four types ofthe mindfulness that are practiced together)
Wei miao fäM> (subtlety ofpositions)
Wu-chung san-chih chao ch'i-chung erh-ti 2iSH*M-bS—ffi (five categories ofthe Threefold

Truth reflect on the seven views ofthe Twofold Truth)
Wu-chung san-chih chao shih-fa-chieh LB. 8 LLL *M A £fe If (five categories of the Threefold

Knowledge reflect on the Ten Dharma-realms)

Wu-chung san-chih chao ssu-chung shih-erh yin-yüan £SH*MmiA—HÄ (five categories

of the Threefold Knowledge reflect on the four types of the Twelvefold Causality)
Wu-chung san-chih chao ssu-chung ssu-ti LB.^ËE^MW9.Wffi (five categories ofthe Threefold

Truth reflect on the four types ofthe Four Noble Truths)
Wai-fan ^h A (ordinary rank of a lower level)
Wu-liang ssu-ti M.mMffi (Four Noble Truths ofthe immeasurable)

Wu-ming IPJI; Skt., avidyä (ignorance)

Wu-sheng-mieh ssu-ti MSMMffi (Four Noble Truths of neither origination nor extinction)
Wu-ti-chih chao wu-ti wu-shuo Mffi^MMffiMiLft. (knowledge of no truth reflects on the no truth

that is indescribable)

Wu-t'ing-hsin LRW"ù (five methods of mind-cessation)

Wu-t'ing-hsin ssu-nien-ch'u Chih LEW'ù^ H^Ä* (five methods of mind-cessation and four

types of mindfulness)
Wu-tso ssu-ti *£fË Pi ffi (Four Noble Truths of no-function)
Wu-yen £IB (five eyes)

Yeh-chang Hß|t; Skt., karmävarana (karmic hindrances)

Yin-yüan Kuan HIIÜI (contemplation of causes and conditions)
Yu -fl"; Skt., bhava (existence)

Yu-k'ungfei-yu fei-k'ung tien-chen chung-tao WSn #W#5!> SÄJC^ilt (existence and empti¬

ness, neither existence nor emptiness, and specifying the Absolute Truth as the Middle Way)
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Yu-k'ung fei-yu fei-k'ung tui-chen chung-tao W5?-> #W#S< f-f JC 4* iE (existence and

emptiness, neither existence nor emptiness, and the Middle Way posited at the Absolute

Truth)
Yu-lou fei-yu-lou fei-yu-lou fei-wu-lou WSK #WÌÌ^ ^ËWÎSMËI&ifi (outflow, no-outflow, and

neither outflow nor no-outflow)
Yu-lou fei-yu-lou fei-yu-lou fei-wu-lou chü i-ch'ieh-fa -fl- ^NWSt^ ^-rASMNISSfA—tt'S

(outflow, no-outflow, neither outflow nor no-outflow that embraces all dharmas)
Yü-ch 'ih Sift; Skt., moha (stupidity)
Yuan m (condition)
Yüan-chiao WW. (Perfect Teaching)

Yüan-ju-pieh HI A^'J (the Perfect Teaching entering the Separate Teaching)

Yüan-ju-t 'ung BAÌE (the Perfect Teaching entering the Common Teaching)
Yiian-ch 'eh p 'u-t "i IUI#Ü (enlightenment of the pratyekabuddha)

V. List of Abbreviations

Hsüan-i Miao-fa lien-hua ching hsüan-i
No. Number
T. Taishö-edition ofthe Chinese Tripitaka
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